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FOREWORD
The encouragement given to the first issue of our publication was sufficiently great to warrant its continuance during the
present school year and to inspire a strong hope that it may be
carried on in future years with added success.
Because we have devoted this magazine to the cause of creative self-expression we have, therefore, no ideological ax to
grind. Rather we have attempted to provide a generous means by
which each writer may communicate his thoughts. Consequently each writer incurs the responsibility of what he has written.
Life is a full time project of sifting the good from the notso-good. By such a method we build a personal philosophy. We
give the Southern Accent into your hands to be sifted. We hope
that many of the writers' ideas will become a part of you.
Above all, the magazine is for enjoyment. As the writers
have enjoyed setting their ideas on paper, may you, the reader,
enjoy what we consider the best of their literary expression.
The past year has been one of noted advance for our magazine. For myself and the staff I wish to express gratitude for all
your cooperation and understanding. We give over the administrative progress of the Southern Accent into very capable hands,
but its destiny we cannot give to any office holder. It rests and
will continue to remain with you, the sudents.
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TELESCOPED
By Bob Young
UGO CONNER had a quarter. Mickey knew he did. Hadn't
Hugo panted up the red clay embankment to where Mickey
was lounging in the hot afternoon sun to show Mickey the
shiny coin?
"Where'd you get that quarter, Hugo? Did you find it?"
"Naw. Ma gave it to me. She said I'd earned it by being a good
boy all week."
"Bull!"
"Well, she did, too."
"You? A good boy? That's a hot one. She probably wanted to get
rid of you so she could ask old man Simpson over."
"That's a lie. That's a damn lie, Mickey Busher! You know Mother
only has Mr. Simpson over when the sink needs fixing."
"Does he have to fix the sink twice a week? Tell me, Hugo. Hu,
does he, Hugo? What'cha blushing about? Can't you take a joke?"
"Aw, go to hell, you red headed bastard!"
(Just like Hugo, gettin' all het up like that. Didn't even invite me
to help him spend his quarter. Just like Hugo.)
Mickey was feeling a little regretful now--no, not because of what
he had said, but rather because Hugo was always good for an easy touch
when he had any money.
(If Hugo Conner can get a quarter, so can I!) Mickey was mad
now--what's more he was determined. A quarter, but where? It
wouldn't do him any good to ask his mother. He'd tried that before,
and when he had, she'd started crying. Funny thing, the way women
cry. When she handed him his fifty cent allowance each week her eyes
would become misty. Always when she gave him the fifty cents she
would tell him what a good man his father had been. She'd talk about
his father's being dead, when all the time Mickey knew she was lying.
Perhaps it was more to convince herself that her John was dead than it
was to make Mickey believe her. Mickey was no sucker, nobody could
say that. He'd heard about his father from the neighbors. They wouldn't
talk about John Busher when his son was around, but one day a visitor
started them talking without realizing that Mickey was listening.
"Say, ain't that Eve Busher over there?" Everybody looked across
the street to where Mickey's mother was pinning up the wash.
"Yeah, that's her. Say, Phil, didn't you used to be kinda sweet on
her? Come on, Phil. Tell us about it."
"I'll say I was. Boy, am I glad that Johnny Busher married her
instead of me! That sure was a lucky break for me. You remember how
she used to whine as a girl when she didn't get her way, don't you? They
say love's blind, and well, I guess that's the way I was about her."
"That musta been the way Johnny was, Phil. Before he got married Johnny was one swell egg. Would spend his last dime to buy you
a beer. Darn good painter, too. But after he hitched up with Eve McCall
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things sure did change! Wasn't no time before he started hittin' the
bottle every day. He acted like he was trying to get away from something."
"Ed, you remember that time about eleven years ago just before
Mickey was born, don't you?"
"You mean when the milkman found Johnny laying face down in
the mud, holding onto a little silver can?"
"Yeah, that's the time. Did you hear about that, Phil? No? Well,
here's the way it was.
"Eve'ad been having pains all afternoon, and when Johnny came
in that night she sent him out to fetch the doctor. Don't tell anybody
this, but Henry Wassmer--. Sure you know who Henry Wassmer was.
He was Jake's bartender. Died about three years ago. Well, anyhow, as
Henry told it, Johnny came stumbling into Jake's about twelve-thirty
that night. Henry could see that Johnny had been drinking pretty
steady. He said that Johnny smelt like that stuff you get outa cans to
cook with. What'd you call it? Yeah, that's it--canned heat. Johnny
asked for some drinks, but Henry figured that if Johnny was drinking
canned heat it was because he couldn't afford anything else. You know
the house rules--no credit. To hear Henry tell it, the reason why he
didn't give Johnny a drink was because he didn't believe that any expectant papa should be drinking. Well, Johnny was in no mood to be
refused. Henry kept saying no, so Johnny got mad as hell. He called
Henry an old yellow bellied sot. That really fixed things up. If anything
made Henry mad it was calling him a sot. Right then and there he
pitched Johnny out on his rear."
"And the milkman found Johnny next morning--stewed as an
onion, laying in the mud in front of his house?"
"That's right, Ed."
"What happened after that?"
"Well, Phil, nothing much. Mickey was born soon after and Johnny up and left without saying good-bye to nobody. A fellow said he
saw Johnny painting a house in Gadeston the other year. Still soaking
up suds."
By that time Mickey had heard all he wanted to hear. So his old
man was a sot, eh? A canned heat drinker, too. Then that was the reason the preacher never would give him any wine at communion. And
Aunt Judy, that's what she meant when she saw him drinking water out
of a bottle. Gonna to be just like his dad.
Mickey never told his mother what he had heard. About his father's working in Gadeston. She seemed to want to believe that her
husband was dead.
No, no use asking his mother for a quarter. Mickey knew better
than that. Well, if he couldn't get it from her, maybe he could from
somebody else.
Old man Miller at the grocery. Sure, he'd give Mickey a quarter,
but only after Mickey had worked a couple a hours first.
The sinking sun had splashed the blue sky with crooked bars of
pink. Sheepy little clouds were scurrying across the eastern sky as if they
would catch up with the sun. . . . Mickey liked the sunset. There was
something about it that made him feel a little queer. It was the sorta
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feeling he got when he ate hot buttered biscuits. The taste was sweet in
his mouth. Yeah, that was when they were good. Hot and buttered.
Mickey felt that the sunset was the real stuff. Like biscuits before they
got cold.
Suppose he had a quarter, what would he do with it? That was
what Mickey liked--the thinking of the ways he would spend his
quarter. A soda, perhaps, but no. He'd only have five cents left. Or a
couple a picture shows. Double features. That was what he'd do. Just
think, he, Mickey Busher, cutting his way through the death infested
Amazon jungle, or perhaps saving some rajah's jewels. That wouldn't
be so good. He had heard about those rajahs. Probably want to give
him his beautiful daughter. Rot! What would a world adventurer want
with any mushy old dame, anyhow? No, Mickey didn't want to see a
picture like that.
A quarter would buy a lot of things. A kite, a couple of comic
books, a bag a marbles, or, if he was feeling real wicked, one of those
packs of long cigarettes. The ones in the ads showing playboys on yachts,
and their girls. What'd you call them? Debutantes? Yeah, that was it-debutantes. Those were the girls the fellows down at the poolhall talked
about so much. Real juicy tales the fellows would tell about debutantes.
Seemed they liked it rough. Why, if what Lewd Holloway said was true,
all a man had to do was to get a job gardening for Judge Rutter, start
working on the grounds with his shirt off, and in no time the Judge's
daughter would come tripping across the lawn and invite him into the
toolshed. Never could believe that Lewd Holloway, though. He really
had an elastic imagination.
"Hello there, Miss Workman. Sorry I missed Sunday School last
Sunday. Had to stay home and help Mother fix dinner. What's that?
Sure, Miss Workman, Mother'll tell you it's so. Oh, Miss Workman,
could you lend me a quarter? No, Miss Workman, I'm not begging; just
thought I could save a trip home. Do with it? Why, I was just thinking
I'd buy a quart of ice cream and take it over to Freddy Kapkin. You
know how Freddy likes strawberry ice cream. The doctor won't let him
have any ice cream? Oh, that's too bad. Don't guess I'll need the quarter
now. Ha, ha. No, don't guess I will. Well, so long, Miss Workman. . . .
Sure, I'll tell Mother you said hello."
(Now why did Miss Workman have to know that Freddy wasn't
allowed to eat ice cream? She sure stopped me quick.)
From the top of Magpie Hill Mickey could see the street lights
coming on. They blinked on like rows of dominoes, one tripping another in a chain 'til the last light was lit. Sitting on the tall War monument Mickey was feeling sore . . . sore because he hadn't gotten a quarter and because the marble was hard. The back lights were on in the
Colbert house. That meant that Grandpa Colbert was in. Well, nothing
like trying.
The bramble hurt a little as Mickey picked his way through the
bushes that jetted out from the side of Magpie Hill. (Aren't those honeysuckles?) Mickey dug his heels into the soft dirt to check his descent.
(And sweet buds, tool There isn't much that Grandpa Colbert likes
better than wild shrubs.)
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A suspicious White Leghorn inched out from behind the coop as
Mickey went by. She cackled a couple of times and then cocked her head
to one side, staring at the boy who was out wandering when he should
have been at home. (Just you wait, old girl. One of these night's I'm
gonna chop your head off and find out if you taste as good as you look.)
The door was slightly cracked but Mickey didn't go in. He knocked.
Once, twice, but still no answer. Gently Mickey eased the screen open.
Suddenly the door popped open.
"Who's that?" Indignantly.
"Oh, hello, Grandpa. Mickey Busher. Happened to be passing and
thought I'd drop by. Where's Coon; isn't he feeling well?"
"Mickey? Come in. Yes, Coon's all right. Still has fleas, though.
What's that in your hand? Honeysuckle? Here, let me see them. . . .
You must'uve picked them on the Hill. I can have them? Why, that's
mighty nice of you, Mickey. Come in, boy. It's gettin' chilly out. I'll just
put the honeysuckle in a vase."
Nothing changed. Same old house, same old furniture, same old
man.
"How's your mother, Mickey? That's fine. Yes, sir, I always thought
right smart of Eve McCall. Too bad she married a bum like Johnny
Busher. But we won't talk about that. Coon, Coon? Where are you, boy?
That dog, he's still sulking. Doesn't like it because I wouldn't give him
the soup bone. If I had he would have been embarrassed because he
couldn't chew it. I have to make out like he's got all his teeth, though.
It saves his feelings. Yes, Coon's an old dog. Thirteen. You're only ten.
No, eleven? Can't keep up with you young fellows, you grow up so
quick. Would you like a bowl of milk? Fine, I'll get you one."
Coon had come out of hiding now. He didn't seem to be hungry.
Not that fat mutt. (Here, Coon. Come here, boy. Here, Cooney, Cooney.
Rats, Cooney, rats. Go get erm, boy!)
Grandpa Colbert was still gone. Everybody called him Grandpa,
he sorta liked it. Maybe Grandpa would get out his Winchester. Maybe
not, anyhow Mickey hoped he would.
"Here's your milk, Mickey. I just saw the sweetbuds. It really takes
a young fellow like you to get out in the woods and gather flowers. Tell
you what, you drop around next week and I'll have you pick me some
more wild flowers. Here, hold out your hand. (Oh boy, this is it . . .
maybe.) No, close your eyes first. There, that's better. Now open them.
See there it is. The arrowhead you admired so much."
"Gee, Grandpa. It's fine only . . ." (no quarter) . . .
"Only what, Mickey?"
Only you shouldn't give away such a fine arrowhead. It's too . . .
too real-like."
"It is real."
"Oh golly. Wait 'til the fellers see this! Thanks a lot, Grandpa. I
think I'll run and show it to urn now. Good-bye."
(Well, that's that. No quarter. Just an old arrowhead, just an old,
worth . . .) "Whiskers! I've got it! None of the other fellers have a
genuine, black-flint arrowhead, and so maybe I can sell it. A quarter?
More than that. Fifty cents, or maybe even A DOLLAR!
"And to think, all I wanted was a quarter!"
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GRAND PRIZE
By Dick Neidhardt
ARTIN GAITHER was confident. The deed was done.
He was glad of it. In a few moments the police would
be there, and the plot would unfold. He would tell them
how he was completely innocent of the matter arid, without
direct accusation, twist his words so that the force of law
could suspect no one except his gardener. He had rehearsed his story
until he knew every answer before the investigator should ask the
question.
"You'll have to pardon me, Inspector, it was so horrible. My
Dear wife, my own dear Cecilia, dead, killed by some maniac, while I
was enjoying myself at the theater. If only I had stayed home, maybe
I---well, maybe I could have done something. I will never forgive
myself."
Then he knew the officer would ask questions concerning his
whereabouts at the time of the crime. And he could confidently reply
that he was in the Center Theater. His wife had been feeling ill and
had retired early, so he had gone to the show. Of course, the officers
would check on the bill of fare at the theater and he could tell them
every part of the picture and short subjects. To insure this he had
dressed in very plain clothes the night before and gone to the show,
a neighborhood theatre where the same bill plays for two nights. In
weeks before he had checked their regularity—the program was identical
every two nights. He could tell them what part of the picture was
playing when he entered and when he left.
"When I arrived home around 10:15 I found my wife---dead, I
called the ambulance and then the police."
He knew that the police would investigate the maid and the gardener. The gardener was a lonely old man. The neighbors rumored
that he was "slightly cracked — but harmless." He spent his days
in the gardens and his nights in his small quarters Over the garage.
Gaither knew that the police would search for clues, they always do.
To cinch the case against the gardener, he had stolen a pair of the
old man's coveralls, and, after bludgeoning his wife, he had smeared
the slightest amount of blood on the sleeves and a good splotch on
the front of the garment. Then he had hidden it in the garage in a
sprinkling can. The police would find it—they always find everything.
The gardener would be trapped. The case was solid against him.
Yes, Martin Gaither was confident. His detestable wife was dead.
Her rasping voice was silent. Her nagging mind, which knew her
husband all too well, would never outwit him again. All these months
of planning this thing were not in vain—he had done a good job of it.
The police sirens whined in the distance. It would be only seconds
until the play would be on. The side door-bell rang. It was the
gardener. He was smiling.
"Mr. Gaither, excuse me sir, but I saw a light, and I thought I would
stop in and tell Mrs. Gaither that I was glad that she made me go to
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the picture show tonight. Look, sir, at the watch I won, you know
they give one away every Thursday night at the Center and tonight
I was the lucky one. Yes, sir. It's sure my lucky night—I, why Mr.
Gaither, don't you feel well? You just sit down here, sir, I'll answer
the front door."

THE REVELATION
By Thomas Heyer
Paul leaned over the rail and spat into the dark, churning sea.
Sometimes the sea was blue, sometimes green, but today it was black.
Paul didn't care what color the sea was. He wasn't even thinking about
the sea.
"What are you thinking about, Paul?" asked Moe as he leaned over
the rail next to Paul.
"Nothing. Moe, where are we?" Paul answered his friend.
"About two days, inside the rock. Let me see, that would be about
four hundred miles. That would put us somewhere between Oran and
Algiers and as you can see about ten miles off shore," replied Moe
proudly. Moe liked Paul and he was happy when he could answer a
question for him.
"Just thinking, Moe, that with God's help we'll get to Algiers without a brush with those damn Germans," Paul said.
"Listen, kid," Moe barked, "if we get to Algey without seeing the
Krauts, it will be because we are slicker than the Germans, not because
we were helped by any God."
"Don't you believe there is a God?" Paul asked as he pushed his
hand deep into his pocket in search of cigarettes.
Moe thought a moment and then replied, "There could be one, I
guess, but common sense tells you that He has no control over your life.
After all He gave you a will, didn't He? Look, the Krauts believe He is
on their side, we believe He is on our side. Can't you see it is impossible
for Him to give individual attention to every one. Come on, Paul, let's
grab a couple of chairs for the poker game."
"Have a butt?" Paul asked, holding the pack out to Moe. They
lit their cigarettes and walked into the messhall.
The game had been in progress less than an hour when it happened.
Enemy aircraft attacked the convoy from the port side. The general
alarm was ringing. Every member of the crew dashed to his battle station. The battle lasted about thirty minutes, and after it was over Paul
left his guntub and walked aft to the messhall.
. . for thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for
ever, Amen."
Paul glanced around and saw Moe standing in the shadow of the
housing. "Moe, you were praying!"
Moe stepped out of the shadows and placed his hand gently on
Paul's arm. "Yeah, guess I was. Let's go in and grab a smoke, Paul."
(9)

BETHEA
By Hoyle Hyberger
OW IT WAS that Theron, son of Flay, was a miller of high
respect in the village of Klarney, and that in his dwelling
lived his wife and their child, Bethea; and this is the story
of her birth.
Theron and Sarea, his wife, were aged, but even so
they had no children. Long had they asked of the Druid a daughter, but
he, being of great wisdom and possessing powers of portending the
future, had withheld from the aged couple their boon. Yet so pressing
were their prayers, that the Druid relented, and from the first flowers
of spring formed he a creature perfect in all things of body and of soul.
One thing only did he deny the child, however, and that was the lovepassion for men of the earth.
Bethea grew and was lovely to behold, for hers was the beauty of
spring. Her hair was black as is the onyx stone, her skin soft and as
clear as moonlight; her eyes shamed even the blue reflected from evening skies, and by nature she rivaled even the warm, soothing days of
May-time. Yet to men alone she remained oblivious, neither loving
nor fearing them. Still they persued her eagerly, seeking a sign of her
favor.
As she grew into maidenhood, it was Bethea's delight to frequent
the woodlands around Klarney where moss-grown springs answered
the breeze with soft love sighs. It was her habit to linger in one such
nook where the forest's floor was paved with a myriad flowers, and
music was sounded at all times by doves of gray. Thus lived the maid
surrounded by all of love and beauty.
But one day as she wandered through this paradise, Bethea
turned to find a gallant lying hard-wounded near a spring. Mercy
moved within her breast, and she cleansed his wounds then bound
them with healing herbs, so that soon Michael, for this was his name,
grew strong and well. Yet while his flesh was healed, pierced was his
heart for the lass. She moved him deeply and of this he told her. But
she said, "Kind sir, I would care for thee, yet I cannot; even when at
thy touch my heart would thrill, the thrilling is dead e're thy fond
pressure finds me. Your tongue speaks of love—a melancholy language
I seem not to understand."
Then spoke Michael, "Say not so, damsel, but meet me here again
on the morrow's moonrise, and perhaps we may know more of thine
ailment, which I perceive to be unnatural to thee and of woman's flesh."
And so they parted, she to the miller's cottage of peace and he to
the halls of the Druid.
Michael sought well of the Druid, and upon finding him, acquainted the noble man of his new-born love. The Druid replied,
"Son, I deem this woman to work upon thee an undoing. Go thy way
I counsel thee,, and wander not along her pathway. For should thou
follow after her footsteps, she will surely bring thee low."
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"Not so, worthy Druid, for I love her passionately; yea, even a
greater love have I for the maid Bethea." With this Michael fell on
his knees, kissing the edge of the Druid's robes and beseeching of him a
way of awaking in Bethea a great love.
"My son, this lass is no ordinary maid. Her graciousness is as the
flowers from which she sprang. Yet, blood she has not, and only with
this gift can Bethea return your love."
"Most worthy sir, I pray thee tell me the way by which my beloved
may receive this gift, and she shall love me. For it is better to die
than to live estranged."
"Then attent me well; thou shall have the means and pay the price
for Bethea's love."
The moon was high when Bethea wandered to the tristing place.
There was Michael, and he was waiting. Said he, "0 sweetling, I have
in my person the power to stir thy soul even unto love for me. Art
thee willing to partake of this love?"
"With all my being," responded Bethea.
"Then come and yield me thy lips to do and say even as I demand."
And Bethea came and did even so as Michael said.
The night grew dim, the earth moved, and somewhere in the
darkness sounded the clear, sweet song of the nightbird. Then Bethea
knew of love for Michael, even the strong and pure devotion of which
the bird sang. "My heart," she sighed, "I love thee, yet I would love
thee even more. At thy sweet touch my being thrills, and I am thine
before thy fond pressure overcomes me. Arise, sing to me of love, for
it is a beautiful language I fain would know."
But Michael did not answer, for he lay cold in Bethea's caressing
arms. She cried aloud saying, "0 Michael, my life, have you ceased
even in this our moment divine? A cruel love it is that is consumed
even while in its brighter flame. By the gift of thy life's blood now I
love thee; but thou, the cause of my loving, art also reason of my great
sorrow."
And so it was that Michael was placed beneath the stars of the
forest. Bethea wept above him and would not be comforted. She
longed for the love of Michael, as she sought to dry her tears even with
his remembered kisses.

A TRIFLE FOR UNDERSTANDING
By Phil Krug
HE SNATCHED it from my hand and said, spitefully,
"Your'e an ugly little pine cone!"--as if the seed were a,
sensitive life and could hear her.
We were resting on an uprooted tree which had fallen
across the stream. I had been only casually interested in the
thing, but now I almost winced to see her dangle the pine cone so deliberately over the water. She toyed with it, while that intent little smile
fixed itself upon her lips.
"If I had some silver paint now," she turned to look directly at me,
"this pine cone could be your Christmas present!" Then her laughter
burst out in sudden peals of tinkling bells.
Why would she think of making me a present of a pine cone! How
strange was this trifle between us.
Then Gwen looked away from me, still holding the cone, and
shyly added, "If you want it, that is."
"Of course I want it," I lied. And then I realized I really did want
it. Her small round face snapped toward mine--it startled me.
"But how can it be yours--ever", and saying that, she threw the
pine cone high in the air. I saw it drop, smack the water, and drift
underneath the log we sat upon, swirling lazily over tiny waterfalls,
turning over and over. . . .
The pine cone was carried by the current farther and farther away.
I felt I should fling myself after it--but how pointless. Instead, I began
to understand. . . .
She clasped her hands together and stretched them toward the
water. Her lips formed a mischievous pout, but not before a tinkling
laugh had escaped them. I think I heard her say, "Go far, ugly little
pine cone. Never come back to me. Good-bye . . . good-bye, little Christmas present. . . ."

SHIP'S RAIL
By Phil Krug
I was myself and another;
But he came to be watched,
And stood at the ship's rail,
Breeding loneliness with talk.
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REPRIEVE
By Frank Bradford
INTER brought a thick blanket of sparkling snow to Westburn. Everything was changed as if by magic. Streets,
roofs, and fences looked as though they were laden with
mountains of sugar. The silence was so penetrating and
uncanny that one hesitated to tread on the creaking snow
for fear of disturbing and awaking the slumbering village. The bright
cold moon looked down on the sleeping town. It lay wedged in between the high mountains; pinned in and shut off from the rest of the
world. High rocky precipices loomed out over the town begrudging
the small space inhabited by the people. The cold knifing wind
poured through the cut in the mountain made by the rail road and
swept blustering down on the small town, swirling and replacing the
soft snow.
Westburn had grown slowly until at the turn of the century a
small gold mine was opened. The town grew up. It now boasted
of the finest court house in the whole state. A big school building
sprang up. A large field west of the town mothered three small airplanes. It had its own civic chorus and a men's business club that
met every Thursday night at 6:30 in the Community Hall of the court
house.
It grew light. The dawn was greeted by a white world spread
below. Mr. Andrew awoke. He raised up on his elbow and looked
at his sleeping wife. The big house was still and cold. Snow was
piled high on the window sill. "Something must be wrong with the
stoker or the furnace. It's out. My God! but it's cold," he thought.
Sliding out quietly so as not to awake his wife, Mr. Andrew pulled
on his robe and slippers and padded down to the basement.
The furnace and stoker sat silent and bulky. He reached over
and flipped the light switch. Nothing happened! He flipped it
again. Still nothing happened.
"Huh," he said disgustingly half aloud. "A fuse must be blown."
In his sleep-dulled brain, Mr. Andrew didn't stop to realize that
even if a fuse was blown the furnace should still be producing volumns
of hot air. And too, the furnace had a switch box all its own, but Mr.
Andrew was sleepy. He went mumbling off up stairs to the light box.
Swinging open the black door he noted the four lined up fuses all in
perfect shape.
"Damn," he said. "The current is off. That's a hell of a note.
The snow's hip deep and the house is cold as a tomb."
By this time his wife awoke and came complaining about the cold
house.
"What's the matter? Why is the house so cold?"
"The current is off," Mr. Andrew said wearily, "and I suppose
we'll have to set up the oil heater here in the kitchen. I'll bring it up
from the basement."
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The oil heater was set up and lit and soon the kitchen was moderately warm. Mr. Andrew and his wife, clothed in wool clothes and
sweaters, sat around the stove drinking luke warm coffee and eating
slightly stiffened toast.
"Why don't you call the operator", his wife asked. "Maybe she'll
know when the current will come back on."
"All right, I will. I should have done that before now."
Mr. Andrew rose and went to do his wife's bidding. Presently
he came back; his face tense in distress.
"Well, what's the matter? Just don't stand there."
"Why the operator is scared to death. She can't make contact
with any other exchanges."
Mr. Andrew went to the window and looked out over the silent
town. He stood there stiff and tense. The silence was so great and
penetrating that it seemed to settle on his very shoulders. It made
breathing seem difficult. He turned, picked up his coat from a chair,
and walked through the house to the front yard. The grey morning
sky gave promise of more snow. The neighbors appeared from their
houses. A strange feeling was present; they were quiet in reverence to
something big, something none had experienced before.
Mr. Andrew returned to his wife.
"I believe I'll see if I can get to town. Maybe I can find out something there. I'll be back soon."
"But Mike", his wife pleaded, "I'm scared."
"There's nothing to be afraid of. What's the matter with you.
The current's off and that has happened before."
"I know but it's so quiet—I'm afraid."
"Well sing, sing at the top of your voice like you do in church.
That'll keep this side of the town company. I'll be back shortly." He
stormed out slamming the front door.
Mr. Andrew returned within an hour. His face was sober and
strained. He sensed a sensation that seemed to be a mixture of fear,
elation, and helplessness.
"Well, what did you find out?" his wife snapped angrily.
"I hate to tell you this," he said calmly, "but you might as well
know. Since early last night there has been no vehicles of any sort or kind
including trains, come into Westburn. The telephone and telegraph
lines leading out are dead and worse of all is that a man here in town
who has a battery-powered radio reports there is not a single station
broadcasting."
"Oh Mike", his wife cried. "What will we do? We'll all die
for sure!"
"Hush such talk! No one's going to die. Let's find something
for dinner. I'm hungry."
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"Go ahead and eat. Eat us out of house and home. Eat until
you die, you fat pig. I'm cold. I'm going to bed."
"I suppose the time will come when I'll know the reason I married
that woman," Mr. Andrew said softly to himself, "it'll have to be a good
reason, though to compromise for what I've put up with."
Another cup of warm coffee and a can of sardines with crackers
was all Mr. Andrew was able to find and, believing in letting sleeping
dogs lie, he didn't bother his wife for the whereabouts of such incidentals as food.
"I'm going back to town again", he yelled and slammed the door
quickly so as to escape his wife's bickering.
He returned several hours later. The mystery of the outside
world had deepened. After the run-way had been cleared of snow,
the owners of the three planes took off seeking help for the isolated
town and had not returned. Several men in two cars had gone out
on the only two roads leading in and out of Westburn and they had
failed to return. The man who owned the radio had been by it all
day, dialing and tuning and had not heard a sound. Even the regularly
scheduled air liners had not passed over. A flight of ducks, not in
their accustomed V-shape came sweeping in low over the mountain and
had floundered clumsily to a landing on the mill pond. The churches,
cold and lightless, had the biggest attendance in years.
Darkness came early that night. Tiredly Mr. Andrew found a
candle and sat before it in the kitchen, smoking, watching the small
flickering, sickly, flame. It danced and waved, seemingly with joy at
being important again. Out the window, the black out was complete
except for a few candles just like the one he had. It seemed to be
snowing harder outside as if nature was laughing all the more at the
feeble mortals caught up in combat against the ever present death.
Death, to Mr. Andrew, seemed too complete and final. He wondered
if the dead in the cold damp graves knew what was happening and the
unknown yet to happen.
With an unaccustomed stifled prayer he crawled in beside his
sleeping wife.
Mr. Andrew lay there in the dark. He was unable to sleep. His
body was tense and tight with the strain of the past day. His wife
snored complacently beside him, not seeming to care for anything except
her sleep. The wind, shrieking louder than ever, shook the windows
and he could feel a cold draft of air cut across his face. The happenings of the day had changed his normal train of thought. Before, it
was his job, and the problem of getting along with his wife. Now, it
was more than that. It was the fight of existence. The very fight for
life. Lying there in bed, taking toll of his abilities, Mr. Andrew came
to very disturbing conclusion: If, and it seemed likely, that the outside
world had been destroyed, there was barely enough food to run the
town until spring. He had been born and raised on a farm and remembered enough of these earlier days so that he could plan, cultivate,
and harvest a crop but this was winter and fall was months off. He
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could butcher and take care of meat but where were the clothes and
shoes to come from? His wife, he knew, couldn't and wouldn't make
an effort to learn. She was one of those people that would lie down
and die rather than make an effort for survival. Mr. Andrew recognized one thing. He would put up a desperate fight for existence in
this small world filled with large tragedies and an ever-increasing
number of graves.
The thought of the outside world being destroyed scared Mr.
Andrew. It seemed such a grim reality. It was possible, very possible
indeed. If God flooded the world before, surely he could do something as big again. But this was a modern time and the great flood
happened hundreds of years ago. Westburn wasn't a very religious
town so why would this hamlet be picked out rather than some other?
What if the outside world had been destroyed! What had happened
to the animals, the people, the cars, the trains, the towering cities, the
infinite number of small objects that were used every day? Were they
too destroyed? Were the people of Westburn to start out a new world
with only what was in the town? All these thoughts and questions
running through Mr. Andrew's mind puzzled him more than ever. The
rebuilding of the new world seemed such a complexity that it was beyond his powers of reasoning. Yet it seemed so utterly fantastic. He
could not comprehend it. The whole universe except this small
particle destroyed! He wondered about the ships at sea. How had
they been destroyed? Had God caused a tidal wave so big that it
capsized them? What about the airplanes that happened to be in the
air. Had God sent a powerful wind that had grabbed these planes
by the tail and slammed them against the earth? Where were the men
that had left in the cars and planes? Would any trace of them ever
be found? The blood of adventure raced through Mr. Andrew's veins.
Wonder what the world on the other side of the mountain looks like?
Is it even there? Or does it end in just space reaching out beyond all
synoptic thought. Surely not, because here in Westburn there wasn't
enough land to till for crops, and God should provide land for that
if the town was to keep alive and reproduce. It was hard for Mike Andrew to realize that this complicated world with such miraculous machines and great thinkers should be destroyed. Why should such a thing
happen to the people of Westburn? Improbable? Unreasonable? Certainly, but wholly possible considering the strange things that have happened
in his world since it was created. Perhaps even stranger things are
happening right now.
Finally his weary brain was nulled into the light troubled sleep
of a worried expectant person.
Suddenly his wife clutched his shoulder with her fingernails digging
into it.
"Mike, Mike, what's that?"
A blinding glare filled his eyes! A loud purring noise vibrated
the house! The lamp by their bed was on! The room was filled with
a soft glow. The stoker in the basement was purring smoothly.
"Mike, the current's on! Oh Mike, now we can be warm again."
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The electricity was on, the outside world had not been destroyed
and Mike Andrew wouldn't have to wrench his living from the soil.
He got up and went through the house turning off lights that had
been turned on during their harrowing experience. Soon the furnace
was cracking and popping, expanding with the heat that would fill
the house with necessary warmth. Stepping to the window he noted
the lighted houses of the town and knew a great weight had been lifted
from the shoulders of all. The past day and night seemed like a bad
dream. Life was full of the unexpected. Each day was a little life all
itself. It was worth living from one to another just to see what was
going to happen. Mike Andrew decided it was sometimes easy to die
and other times mighty hard work just to keep on living. Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Andrew returned to their bed once more, this time to sleep
easily and peacefully until morning.
The next morning after a good hot breakfast, Mr. Andrew went
to town once more to find out just what had caused the near catastrophe.
Returning later he explained to his now happy wife what had happened.
The three airplanes had landed at a small air base and the weather
had turned so bad, they were unable to return home. The deep snow
followed by rain had washed out the roads and rail roads, knocking
down the telegraph and telephone poles. The men who had gone out
in their cars were unable to get back. The churches were opened for
the people to pray but few attended.
"But Mike, you have explained everything but the man with the
radio. Why weren't the radio stations broadcasting?"
"They were dear. You see, the man had a burned out tube in
his set and didn't know it."

OF AN UNCOMMON MAN
By Peggy Palmer
From England to this land came common sense,
Nurtured in the mind of young Tom Paine.
A Thomas wrote at tyranny's expense,
And common sense brought freedom once again.
When present fears did haunt the minds of men,
And ideals were too dim and far away,
"Common Sense" then lifted up his pen,
Toward common sense he made the battle sway.
"Old Common Sense" wrote common sense again,
Of meaner thoughts spoke in the name of God;
Religious common sense lost him each friend,
"Old Common Sense" went eas'ly 'neath the sod.
Does common sense, you think, lie with him there?
Are men too occupied to ask or care?
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LOVE'S TRIUMPH
By John Miller
RISELDA VON WIEMAR had been loved and cried over.
To her it was all quite mystifying.
"Why deny her the right of her sex?" Father Froelich
had been asking tersely and consistently.
"But, Poppy," his daughter had said, "what will the
neighbors think?" She threw her arms about Griselda's neck. "It's certainly not because we want to hurt Griselda. Poor, poor Griseldie."
This effusion Griselda enjoyed with happy majesty.
"Father," Mrs. Froelich had said, "I think you'd better take her on
down. It won't hurt her a bit, and she'll be back with us in a few days,
and we'll all be happier then."
"Yes, Poppy, please go on. We've haggled on this for over an
hour--not counting the other times we've argued this past week. We
can't even take her out without all those beaux of hers following along.
Aw, Griseldie, we wouldn't want anything to happen to you, no, little
Griseldie."
"But it's just unnatural," Father Froelich had said. "Poor Hundlein,
trying to blaspheme your nature, aren't they?"
"Well, Father, are you going? You have just enough time to get
there before it closes."
"No. It's blasphemous, and a sacrilege."
A few minutes later Mrs. Froelich was helping put Father's coat on,
he grumbling all the while about the blasphemy of it all. His daughter
was holding Griselda in her arms and weeping. Griselda licked quickly
at the tears. Loving she was used to, for the Froelich .household abounded with it, but tears were decidely a novelty. However, she could see that
she and Father were going out, and this was an even greater excuse for
excitement. Once outside she could see her boy friends.
Oh, yes, Griselda had many boy friends, big ones and little ones.
She was proud to think that some of her boy friends were as much as
four times her own size, in weight that is, for she felt confident that none
could match her length. Others were yet smaller than she, the fiesty kind
that would strut stiff-leggedly up to her on tiptoe. A very conceited
breed these little ones! She liked best the big hulking brutes who
lounged lazily about, hardly having the energy to get up when she came
out. But they weren't too indifferent, oh no, they were as curious as the
little ones, but perhaps a little more sure of themselves.
Griselda jumped up and down in anticipation. Then the door was
opened and she joyfully led Father out through the circle of admirers,
who had congregated on the porch, and onto the street.
Oh, such a procession was this! In the lead jaunted Griselda with
gracious majesty. Only occasionally would she stop to exchange sniffs
with a beau; then she would take up her pace again, her long, reddishbrown, log-like body flouncing from side to side, her tail wagging to the
opposite side, keeping time like a metronome. Behind Griselda walked
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Father Froelich, checking Griselda's eager advance. His black suit shone
almost as highly as his shiny black shoes, and his heavily starched round
collar shone, too, white and brilliant. A tinkling, laughing shine played
with his gold cross and chain which hung loosely from his black vest.
And despite his dark and gloomy mutterings about "the unnaturalness
of it all" his clean-scrubbed hands and face had the radiance of one who
has spent a lifetime in the benevolent and loving service of God and
humanity. Only the black, black hat refused to shine, even as though by
its own sacrifice it meant to heighten the splendor of the big German
face and greying curls. Father Froelich was a pleasant symphony of contrasting black and white.
Now in this strange parade came the common recruits, the stragglers, the lovers of Griselda von Wiemar. Some loped heavily along, head
and tail low, stopping briefly now and then for an inspection of a telephone pole or fire plug. Others, the little ones, scampered this way and
that, playing with one another, vying for the attention of Griselda.
There were long-haired ones and short-haired ones, spotted ones and
solid ones, straight-haired ones and curly-haired ones, sad-faced ones and
glad-faced ones. Griselda acknowledged their suits happily and oscillated on.
The procession halted at the streetcar stop. Here many of the
suitors, the bigger ones, lay down and panted and licked themselves;
others, the little ones, stiffly tip-toed up to Griselda to sniff and become
better acquainted. The arrival of the streetcar put an end to this happy
philandering.
Aboard the streetcar Griselda von Wiemar poked her nose inquiringly through the cage of the window and savored hungrily all the
wonderful city smells that always so enticed her. It was her first ride on
a streetcar and the odors passed in such rapid succession that she was
fairly frustrated, trying to sniff fully the last odor and to reach forward
at the same time, anticipating the next. She smelled just enough of any
one odor to make her want more but never enough to satisfy her. When
out walking she could linger here and there at her leisure, staying her
olfactory hunger. Yet this was very exciting, and even this slight frustration left a pleasant feeling of desire in her breast. Sometimes, though,
such as when they passed a bakery shop with its good yeasty smell, she
would paddle her little brown feet up and down, rear back as though
she might like to bust through the cage, and evince a little whining
growl from the heart of her throat. Such lust! But now came an Italian
restaurant and she leaned forward to greet it. The oily smell of olives,
the meat and wine smell of veal scalipine, the crusty, hot smell of pizza
made little pools of saliva collect in her mouth. And there was a smell
of beer soaked casks and of chianti and whiskey. But the best of all was
the crusty, fishy, burnt tomato smell of the pizza. This she smelled until
it was overcome by distance and the unenticing, but interesting, smell
of an upholstering company with its woods and varnishes and straw and
dusty bolts of cloth.
At this point the streetcar stopped and through the opened door
swung a big Negro woman. As she came abreast of Griselda von Wieman
she declared, "My, but I has always wanted to see a little dog like that."
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. . . and savored hungrily all the wonderful city smells. . . .
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A great, pleasant Negro smile spread itself across the full, black face.
"Hidi, Miss Puppy Dog, my, but you is a cute thing."
Griselda's master, turning her around and chucking her under the
chin, said, "And don't think she doesn't know it. She's as spoiled as they
come. Aren't you, Griselda? Hmmm, aren't you?" She gave little more
than a friendly lick and grunt and turned again to her window.
"Yessuh, I know dat mus' be so, huh, huh, dat jes' mus' be so. Yassuh." The woman ambled back to another seat.
The streetcar rocked back and forth on its rush to the Loop. At
each jolting stop people stepped in and smiled to the master and his
dog. The master smiled back to them and then to the dog. "Ah, kleine
hundlein, you are a big show, aren't you? You're going to be terribly
conceited."
With this he patted her gently, then lifted her up to the window
so that she might see and smell more easily.
"Why, Father Froelich," said a familiar voice, "where are you and
Griselda going?"
Father Froelich looked up to see one of his flock walking toward
him. "Well, well, well, Sister," he said smiling as she sat down by him.
Always did he call his friends Brother or Sister half in jest, half in love.
"Well, Sister, the poor little hundlein must go to the vet."
"Ah, sure poor little Griseldie's not sick," she said, pulling the dog
over to her.
"No, no she's not sick," the good priest said slowly, but I fear she's
a little too worldly minded for a rectory. Yes, every time I take her
walking I must shoo several of her boy friends off the front porch. For
conduct unbecoming a lady of a priest's family I have to take her to the
vet." Father Froelich smiled at Griselda. She with her sensitive brown
eyes looked unashamedly up at him, then leaped to lick his nose.
"Ah, poor little Griselda, got to go to the vet, poor, dear little
Griselda," said the woman.
"My wife and daughter and I have had just terrible arguments
about her. Nobody could stand to think of treating poor Griselda that
way, but, well, you know," he half chuckled, "when the evils of the
world, the flesh and the devil attend us we must use drastic measures.
Poor little Griselda has to suffer the mores of men."
"Aw, poor dear little Griselda," said the woman.
"Well, this next is my stop," said the priest as he rang the bell and
prepared to get up.
On the sidewalk Father Froelich let Griselda smell a telephone pole
while he put his hands on his hips and leaned back to rest himself. "Yes,
Griselda, we're treating you just like a dog, taking you off this way. Poor
little Griselda. Don't you worry, you'll be back in a few days, just a
few days."
The little dachshund with her chest carrying not an inch above the
pavement led the good priest down the street. Coming to the dog hos
pital she heard the sharp, fast barks of the little dogs and the slow, heavy
woofs of the big dogs. Oh, what a bunch of boy friends she'd meet here!
And what a line she'd have to tell the fellows back home. But then
maybe she'd better not mention it.
Father Froelich and Griselda stood in front of the hospital for a
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few minutes, he balancing on one foot and then the other, she smelling
curiously the brick building. "Griselda," he said slowly, "Griselda, you'd
never get any fresh air in there, not for several days. Let's you and me
just take one last walk----here around the block. He looked at his gold
watch. "Four-fifteen, plenty of time." They started walking.
When they had completed their circuit except for one last block
they began walking more slowly. Then Father Froelich stopped all together. "Why not try going the other way round? Hum, why not?" he
asked. "Come on. It won't take long." Griselda turned around and oscillated happily ahead of him.
As they came to the home stretch again Father Froelich espied a
drug store in the opposite direction. He looked at his watch and then
said, "Why, look, Hundlein, a drug store. . . . You won't get any coffee
at the vet's. No, they say it's bad for little girls--such a silly idea. How
they expect a good dachshund to wake up in the morning without her
coffee? Why, we'll just go have a cup before going to that mean ole
vet. . . . Yes."
Father Froelich carefully made sure to get a booth in the back and
then ordered black coffee. Griselda danced clumsily up and down when
the coffee came, her little toenails chattering on the floor. After the
waiter left, Father spilled some of the coffee into the saucer and placed
it under the table. "Good Griselda, there you are." They drank together
silently.
After the coffee had been drunk Father Froelich looked at his
watch. Then he rested for a few moments, cooing to Griselda when she
begged for more coffee. "No, no, Griselda, too much would be bad for
you; that's a good doggie." He looked at his watch again and then got
up to leave.
Walking slowly back to the hospital Father Froelich talked kindly
to Griselda, "Yes, it's just not right, taking all the fun out of a dog's life.
Trying to make you unnatural. Why, think of that. Take all your fun
away. Ha, kleine hund. They want you to miss all your social life, yes,
that's what they'd do. Why, you'd never be the same. Poor thing. Wanta
take all your boy friends away--yes, take them all away."
In front of the hospital Father Froelich looked at his big gold
watch. "Why, look at that, Hundlein, seven till five. I'll bet they close
at five. Mighty late to be bothering them with a poor little puppy dog,
isn't it? They wouldn't like us at all for it."
Darkness stole swiftly across the great city, and in the cool of evening odors are especially savory; the stomach roils from the smell of
such desirable scents. On the lurching streetcar Griselda poked her nose
out of the cage and sniffed all these delicious city smells. "It's been a
beautiful day," said the good priest, "and we've had two lovely rides.
But I'm thinking, maybe we'd better cook up a good story for Mama."

THE TREE
By Dick Neidhardt
Knurled and weather-beaten tree,
Standing firm against the sea.
Heart and substance of the lores,
Kneeling slowly to the shores.
Where have your comrades gone?
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CLIMBING IVY
By Doris Chapman
REEN leaves tenaciously hold to brick walls darkening red,
lightly striped, and the vines partially cover a window, not
large nor small. I saw this before, somewhere, long ago,
yet not this but another. I was within the window, that
window, long ago, not without looking up. I remember
standing at the window, elbow on sill, face in hand, and looking.
Morning was without the window, within the window, and within.
Misty was the morning, dreaming, golden morning. Gold is the molten
liquid, the all-dissolvant liquid, the alchemists' desideratum, dissolvent
then of metals, baser, lesser metals, dissolvent now of ideas, of thought
and thought. Dreaming is the morning; dream creates and glorifies.
Cool and fresh is mistiness, cool and fresh as mint leaves growing in
sparkling water, yellow sand at bottom and pebbles of various sizes.
Mint is fresh and tangy, often found in sweetness, hidden in the sweetness; when sweetness becomes satiate, cool is there, the cooling, burning
mint flavor of green leaves in sparkling water, water cool as the mistiness
of dreaming, golden morning that is without the window, within the
window, and within.
Behind, one spoke.
There were words, words that veil and unveil; the brief, superficial
words of young men and young women in college; boy and girl words,
hiding the conflict of ideas forming, building to a point, and crashing,
but building again. What were the words spoken beside the ivy-framed
window? I do not remember. Words are but the mechanics of a
bridging of the immeasurable isolation flowing about the lonely souls
of humanity. I remember only that for a moment I was not lonely.
One moment, from a million moments, exists as a golden bubble
in the broad, calm atmosphere of time, now that the need for the
moment is long gone; now that the bitter frustrations of youth have
been absolved by the soothing hands of advancing years; and life has
delivered the fullness offered, but withheld, tempting, tantalizing, the
too-eager grasping of youth.
Beautiful are myriads of golden bubbles shining in bright sunlight, each bubble seeming to be a little sun in itself, as though an unwary sunbeam had been caught and imprisoned to impart rainbow
colors to the translucent walls. When a bubble bursts, where does the
beauty go? It hides within the heart to appear again and again at
unheralded moments throughout the whole of a lifetime, when, as now
one stands and looks at green ivy climbing on red brick walls.
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THE GENTLE RAIN
By Bill Gribben
HAT ARE YOU doing here, Winetti?"
The grayed head snapped upward, eyes trying vainly to
penetrate the gloom above the metal shade of the fluorescent
lamp. For a moment he saw nothing; then the towering bulk
of his questioner began to outline itself as the light-glare
wore off.
"Fowle! Mr. Fowle. . . . I didn't . . . I didn't hear you come in."
"What are you doing here, Winetti?"
"Why, I'm working here, Mr. Fowle. I'm working late, Mr. Fowle."
His eyes wavered, then dropped in the face of the cold stare of the
man on the other side of the desk.
"Why are you working so late, Winetti?"
A little lock of gray hair dropped onto the forehead of the small
man and the blue-and-white pencil he held slipped from his hand and
clattered on the desk blotter. His voice was unsteady:
"I have my work to do. I . . . I was a little behind, Mr. Fowle. I
came back to get it finished . . ."
He sifted through a sheaf of papers on the desk and spread them
out before him. Again he squinted into the darkness above the light
and attempted a crooked smile that died at the look in the big man's
eyes.
"Mr. Fowle, I thought I'd get this work done before morning
and . . ."
He choked and swallowed, but no more words came. With feverish
activity, he retrieved the blue-and-white pencil and began to write in the
open "accounts" book before him. He stopped only long enough to
brush back the thin hair on his head, then continued writing in the
book. The little gray fore-lock dropped out of place again.
For several minutes, the scratching of the pencil was the only
sound in the room. Then he stopped and raised his eyes to the other
man who had not moved from his place behind the desk lamp.
"Mr. Fowle, I think I'll let this ... let this work go .. ."
"Let's stop playing, Winetti." The tone of voice had not changed.
"You think I don't know what's going on here? You think I'm a fool?"
"I don't . . ." The little man ran trembling fingers over the top of
his head and tried to wet dry lips with an equally dry tongue.
"I don't understand, Mr. Fowle. I had this work to do . . ."
"You damn little fool, you're juggling my books. You're stealing
money from me!"
"That's not right, Mr. Fowle. No, that's not . . ."
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"God, Mr. Foil*
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God, don't hit me!"

The blood left his cheeks and his pale blue eyes were wide with
fear.
"You damn fool, Winetti, don't call me a liar. I've been watching
you for weeks."
The accuser leaned forward, resting his hands on the desk, and
peered over the light at the cowered figure on the opposite side. The
granite face was inflamed with corpulent rage.
"You know what I'm going to do with you, Winetti?"
"You're going to send me to prison!" The little man suddenly
slumped in his chair, his voice was colorless.
"Please don't send me to prison, Mr. Fowle. Please don't, Mr. Fowle.
Please. . . . I . . ."
"Send you to prison, Winetti? Did I say you were going to prison?
You're mistaken, Winetti." Fowle's voice was now softly caressing; his
round face had lost its mask of anger and was once more blandly expressionless.
"You-- you're not going to send me away?"
The bent little man slowly raised his gray head and stared in disbelief at his employer.
"I only took the money for . . . Mr. Fowle, you're going to let
me go?"
"You're wrong again, Winetti."
Like the strike of a cobra, his heavy arm flashed across the top of
the desk and he grasped the front of the old man's shirt and dragged
the elfin body across to the side on which he stood.
"Know what I'm going to do, Winetti? Let me show you."
He raised his free right arm and brought the flat of his hand down
hard on the side of Winetti's wrinkled face. The old man's head
snapped backward and his body crumpled in the grip of the other man.
"God, Mr. Fowle--God, don't hit me!"
The arm raised again. This time Fowle shifted his weight to one
.foot to add more leverage to the blow and again he struck. Convulsive
sobs shook the little man. Fowle, laughing harshly, breathed hard from
the exertion.
"You won't steal no more money from me. You won't be able to!"
"Please . . . Oh, God, please. I've got a cancer, Mr. Fowle." A fresh
upheaval of sobbing caught his body. "I'm dying, Mr. Fowle, I'm dying
slowly. . . . I had to have treatment; had to have money . . . don't hit
me any more."
The little lock of gray hair hung in his face again, but he didn't
have the strength to brush it back again. He looked up at Fowle's face,
trying to discover a hint of mercy there. He had raised his head in time
to receive the third blow across the eyes.
"You're a liar, Winetti. A thief would lie."
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But the last blow had done it. Winetti, hanging there in the big
man's grip began to cough; not hard or rasping, but with a gurgling,
bubbling sound. Then the convulsion came.
Fowle paled, then froze, still holding the retching little man by
the shirt that was now wrinkled and torn. A look of horror had come to
his face. He almost flung his burden from him.
"My Lord," he whispered hoarsely, "you are sick!"
Winetti had caught himself upon the edge of the desk. He hung
there panting; the retching had ceased. Shoulders hunched forward, the
other stood over him, color slowly returning to his obese face.
"I can't beat a dying man, Winetti; but you get rested and get out
of here. I won't tolerate a thief."
The little man slowly began to rise. With unsteady steps he tried
to move away from the desk, but dizziness overcame him. He stopped to
draw a blue-and-white handkerchief from a pocket to wipe his battered
face.
Fowle, stooped in front of the desk, was cleaning the blood from
the beige carpet. The little old man looked down at the broad back
before him. Then with the smallest motion, he reached toward the slender trunk of the desk lamp and curled bony fingers around it. Slowly,
he raised it above his head.
Fowle, noticing the movement of light on the carpet, whirled
around, but only in time to receive the metal edge of the lamp in his
left temple.
The force of the blow had broken the light. Winetti stood there
in the blackness for fully a minute, panting heavily. Then he turned and
felt his way around the edge of the desk to the leather-bound chair and
sank into it. Two hours would bring morning--and police. He sat
there, peacefully.

DECEMBER 24, 1947
By Thomas D. Roberts
The winter night forbade without,
The icy moon peered down,
Its silvery rays all calling forth
The nymphs of midnight noon.
The chilling wind bit hard and tight
To all who ventured forth,
And sought in vain to enter in
And seize the hearth with force.
But there before the golden warmth
Sat two in rapturous bliss,
Both knowing each the other
The yearnings brought by this,
And yet both clearly seeing
That all was still too soon.
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A PAIR OF LEGS
By Catherine Chapman
Ell kicked the screen door open and hurried out into the
warm Sabbath day. As he walked down the front steps, he
measured the distance to the First Presbyterian's spire,
glistening in the sunshine.
Exactly six blocks, he knew. But the blocks were
long. Reaching the sidewalk, he swung into long, quick strides.
How many times he'd sauntered in his Sunday best along this
sidewalk. As a boy, in white duck pants and white shirt, and carrying
a black, red-rimmed Bible that stained his sweaty palms.
He'd done a lot of living since then. Red looked down at himself and grimaced slightly.
A cool breeze pierced the hot coating of air and playfully twisted
around in Red's fiery thatch of hair. Fine day, he thought, and walked
more slowly.
Whew! Some dame!
A pair of fine, long legs, firm and well shaped, met his eyes. As
his look traveled upward the sight got better and better.
Red walked slower still. He wanted to stay in back of this
chassis.
Something like Irene, the girl he had met in Charleston. Hmm,
not bad a bit. Rounded hips. Narrow, but not too narrow, waistline.
Blue-black hair that fitted like a cap over her head and fell in soft
ringlets around her pretty shoulders.
The rest he couldn't see.
Red scuffed a rock along lightly, and imagined that he was holding
this girl in his arms, like he'd often held Irene. He was holding her
so tight that she couldn't move, and he knew that she really didn't want
to move. His strong arms were like bands of steel against the girl's
soft, fleshy loveliness.
The two were standing in the fragrant darkness of a Charleston
park, and he was pulling her closer and closer, and now she was straining her curved beauty against his strong body.
His big, virile arms, muscular arms, bound the two into an aching
one as their impatient lips sought each other and blended into kiss after
kiss, each one different.
Red straightened his shoulders and took his eyes off the legs long
enough to look at the church spire. Two more blocks.
Beyond the girl's body he could see a little girl standing in the
middle of the sidewalk and looking their way. No bigger than a peanut
and all decked out in her Sunday-go-to-meeting outfit. Cute little tyke.
Lady, you may have a little girl like that some day, he noted mentally to the damsel in front.
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But•what was the little devil staring at. A cold, clammy feeling
came over Red. A feeling he knew too well. The kid was bent over a
little, clutching a miniature pocketbook to her middle, and staring,
staring past the pretty figure and straight at him.
Red tried to line himself directly behind the girl in front, but it
didn't help. By now the little devil was screaming to high heaven and
running back and forth across the sidewalk. Red wanted to turn and
run, but somehow he just kept on walking. The shiny day, the pretty
girl, all had resolved into a cold, hard picture and he was the only thing
that burned and lived and his whole insides were aflame.
In nearly numbed awareness he saw the girl turn from the pointing
child and look back at him. He saw the look in her eyes.
Red didn't know how he had made the distance back home. He
leaned against the doorbell and hardly nodded when his mother let
him in.
Back in his room, the shades already drawn to shield out the hard
light, Red sank his head upon his armless chest.

WHO WILL EVER KNOW?
By Dick Neidhardt
I've lived my life as the pages turned,
Never asked for praise unearned.
Fought the seas and rode the skies,
Looked on death with steady eyes.
Killed an enemy, helped a friend,
With the same two hands, to bring an end
To--- Who will ever know?
I've spent my dough on all the kinds,
Give 'em flowers and slapped their hinds.
Loved 'em, hated 'em, and married a few,
But the one that was last, she never knew.
I guess if all the truth came out,
I'd find she wasn't no fresh young sprout
But--- Who will ever know?
I've heard men say like they knew so well,
That they was going to heaven or hell,
Then they was those that never thought,
When deep inside they knew they ought.
But I ain't worried how my life ends,
Wherever I go I'll have some friends
And--- Who will ever know?
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ATLAS ADVENTURE
By Dick Neidhardt
HE MOON did not seem to care to look upon us that night.
Nor did the earth. We were outcasts in a space unmeasurable by the feeble units defined by modern man, and
ironically enough, we were prisoners. Prisoners confined
to a compartment only large enough to accommodate
the five of us hurtling through space at a speed which many nights
before carried us from one continent to another in the short time
that it took the sun to scamper around the other side of the earth and
meet us in the east. But tonight we were losing the race. Our
friends had one by one deserted us. The sun had been gone many
hours, the stars had, in the passive way, been long obscured by a
solid overcast. The overcast had now descended on us, bringing
with it snow and freezing rain. Our craft moaned in her labor of
holding the altitude which we had led her to, an altitude which must
be maintained to clear the Atlas range. The Atlas is a strange queen.
She reigns in north western Africa with a protective hand, guarding her
people from the scorching blasts of the Sahara. She has discouraged
invaders and has given water from her slopes to keep alive the folk
who lived in her foothills. With the invention of the airplane, Queen
Atlas was enraged, for she saw that now she could be conquered. Her
only hope lay in the thought that she could manufacture terrible snow
storms and violent gusts of wind which would drive the airmen off
course and even force some of them to destroy themselves on her snow
covered rocks. This night we were prisoners in her massive web.
Her snow had silenced our radios. Her winds had exhausted our
fuel supply. Her buffeting gusts had wearied us as we tried to hold
a constant course, plotted hours before, our only hope of survival.
Neither the co-pilot nor I had spoken for some time. Words are of
no use when all means of escape must be indicated by words, and there
are no means of escape. Our eyes were hypnotized by the glowing instruments, which were still loyally indicating our height, speed, altitude,
and moments left to live. Strange, I thought, that at a time like this
I should lean forward to wind the clock. This must show that inside of
me somewhere there lurked the optimism through which a man maintains his sanity during a time such as this.
The crash came several moments later. There was no hysteria.
A tremendous down draft sat on our wings. The altimeter unwound
by the hundreds of feet. Man, struggling against these elements with
all efforts at his command, was pushing the throttles forward when a
brilliant flash blinded his eyes. There was one last second of consciousness as I bent the throttles out of shape pushing them forward. Then
I felt the heat blast the back of my neck and engulf me. Silence and
nothingness took me away.
When next my mind received sensations it was little prone to
accept them. Finally it convinced my eyes to open. My eyelids lifted
themselves slowly as if they were trying to protect the eyes from what
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they must see. There was nothing much to see, my eyelids closed
again, and the mind searched itself, trying to remember something of
the past. My mind seemed to think that if it could just remember a
scene or two that had gone before, it might be able to awaken my body.
There was no recollection. My eyes looked again. This time they
saw a blue sky. They descended to the horizon and told me that I was
lying face upward in a bank of glowing clouds. As they reached my
feet they saw that I was wearing a flying suit. My flight jacket showed
my name and rank. The other senses were beginning to react now, I
could feel the burns on my neck and hands.
Stirred by this rush of blood through the brain, the memory department began to function. It informed me of what had happened.
But there is no department of the brain which can tell you what lies
ahead. Curiosity may inquire, but time is the sole possessor of the
answer. Curiosity induced me into trying to arise. I found it not
difficult. But there was no solid ground. I was not sinking through
this sea of white, but it was not solid ground. My feet seemed to find
support about six inches under the surface of it, a surface of the same
white material, only much thicker and more solid. It had no warmth or
cold and no definable ingredients. It just supported me. Now did I suspect for the first time that I was dead.
All through my mortal life humor rather than seriousness of
purpose had spurred my actions. My humor had not left me. I looked
around, turning my body completely about and scanning the horizon
for some sign of movement. Where in the devil am I? I must be
somewhere. This can't be hell. Just wait until I tell the boys about
this, they were all so wrong as to my eternal destination. Can this be
Heaven? If so, where is God? I began to walk in no particular
direction. Since there was no sun, then there must be no east nor west.
I shouted for friends that I knew were dead. None answered. They
can't all have gone to hell, I thought. Finally I shouted for God.
He answered me. He was walking beside me.
"Are you God?", I asked.
"Yes I am."
"Why, you look just like a man." I said.
"Well, I created man in my own image, you know."
"Am I dead?"
"No, you aren't."
"Well, then, please tell me what I am doing here."
"I don't know what you are doing here. I did not send for you.
I was merely on my way to call a few people from China, when I heard
you shout."
"What will you do with me?" I asked, seeing that the Father seemed
just a little worried about the whole situation.
"Would you like to go back?" he inquired, reading a note that
a dove had just brought him.
"Well, I guess so. But do you suppose I could sort of reserve a
place up here or something. I am afraid that I could not get back in.
How do you handle that sort of thing?"
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"I thought I told Moses all about that. You've read what I told
Moses, haven't you?"
"Yes, sir. Is that all there is to it?" I looked at him, hoping that
he would say yes and that I did not have to worry about it, since he
knew me and would look out for me.
"Yes, that's about all there is to it, except that it would help if
you went to my Church once in a while. There are so many of them
located conveniently around your country.
"Which one is Your Church?"
He hesitated for a moment, folding the note he had read, and
said, "That you will have to decide for yourself. Come, now, you
really must be getting back. I am so busy with people who are much
nearer death than you."
"But there are so many things that I must ask you, please. Just
answer a few questions, so that I can tell my friends when I get back
to earth."
"What kind of questions?"
"Where is Jesus? I have always wanted to meet him." I could
tell by the smile on his face that possibly I had met Jesus before and
did not realize it at the time.
"Jesus is very busy at present. There is plenty of time for you
to meet him. He will be available", he said, walking in what seemed
to me to be the direction from which I had begun my first steps in the
white.
"Then where is Adam? I would like to see Adam."
"And why would you wish to see Adam?"
"Well, this may sound silly, but I would like to see if he has a
navel. There has been some question regarding this."
At this, the Lord stopped and looked at me. For a moment he
frowned, then laughed and said, "I really should have told someone
about that when we were writing the Bible, just an oversight. Did it
really cause talk?"
"It certainly did. Could I see him? Just for a moment, and then
I would like to see Jack Wilson. He was killed last year. And I
would like---." I could feel the hand of the Lord on my shoulder.
He was gently placing me in my former position. His hand closed my
eyes. My brain became aware of the cold. My neck ached. My legs
were heavy. I opened my eyes again. He was gone.
The sight I beheld was real enough. About me was the scene
I had feared. My crewmen and proud aircraft were demolished. I was
lying on my back in the snow. Below was the serene valley of the Atlas,
sleeping under a peaceful North African sun. I had been spared.
Or had I? I felt inside my jacket pocket for a cigarette, and my fingers
touched a folded piece of worn paper. I gently opened it and read,
"Father, I will have courage until you arrive, but please hurry, I believe
it is later than we thought."
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LOST PINNACLE
By Mai Bell Conley
ROPING through the dim haze of the darkened houselights
he stumbled over three old ladies and tripped on an outthrust umbrella to fall solidly into his seat. The orchestra
leader raised his baton and the music swelled, filling the
dingy little auditorium with a shimmering wealth of lovely
sound. He didn't know why he had come to this performance of an unknown symphony in a town noticeably lacking in musical culture. It
was strange how the words had leaped up at him from the newspaper as
he had sat in the small lobby of the town's only decent hotel. Symphony
orchestra--Winter concert--8:00 P. M.--High School Auditorium.
He'd fully intended to go to bed early that evening cursing his luck to
be stranded in this tiny Southern rathole--wishing he were meeting now
with Ravel, the noted composer with whom he had an appointment that
probably wouldn't wait.
A soft strain of music played tenderly on the violin drifted hypnotically into his mind. He listened a moment, letting his thoughts
swirl lazily and happily. This was better than he had anticipated--this
was even good. His tired body relaxed and his gaze wandered abstractedly
over the players. Then his body tensed, his muscles contracted violently
as he sat bolt upright in the hard wooden chair. No wonder the violinist was excellent; no wonder he had felt soothed and comforted by those
caressing strains. She was playing as she had never played before. She
was playing to the audience. Guest soloist--the program said, as he
raised it in his trembling grasp--Rene Defau, guest soloist on the violin.
She was playing to them all, but he knew that as always those notes
were for him alone.
Rene lowered her violin slowly, and let herself down gradually into
the chair provided for her. The orchestra would play a selection now
without her assistance, so she would have a moment to stare blankly into
the dark sea of faces and to try to look pleased at playing with their
simple little orchestra. Her eyes wandered over the first three rows of
illumined seats which lay within the radius of the orchestra lights. The
usual crowd of dowdy matrons and would-be aspirants of culture glared
back at her. No one of interest had come to see the remarkable Rene
Defau. Paul had called her that once when he had taken her hand tenderly in his and drawn her to the window of his little flat.
"See that filthy river, my love. In it flows the conglomerated dirt of
this tumultuous city, but through it courses bright pure streams which
are ever seeking the immense sea. You are one of those pure flowing
streams. Yes, Rene, you are remarkable."
"You mean my playing, Paul?"
"Your playing, yes, but also your very self. You are fresh, my dear.
I feel that I shall never play as well as you even though I am your
teacher, for you play with your soul and in all things your soul is purer
than mine."
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"This purity you keep talking of, my darling, is that all that attracts you to me? Is it that which so amazes you in me? Is that all, Paul,
dearest?"
"Of course not, you foolish child; you are to me the very breath of
all that's beautiful. I stand and look about me at the black vastness of
the city, at the tall, cold buildings so filled with purposeless little beings
who live their little lives for their grasping little selves, at the streets so
torn with tumult and filth, at the eternal rushing confusion of humanity and then I turn and see a star peacefully shimmering from its silver
throne, and that, my darling, to me is you."
"Oh, Paul, Paul, you should have written. You can say so much so
very well."
"Music is expression, Rene."
"Then play for me, Paul. Play and never stop and maybe some day
I shall play as well."
"That day has come, Rene."
The orchestra leader was bowing now to the smattering of applause. It was her turn again, and she must rise. She must not think of
Paul. Never, never, never again would she think of Paul; but that was
foolish--what was there to think or dream of save him?
She was standing to play again, her violin raised, her bow poised.
He had taught her that--he had taught her, loved her, cherished and
lost her. He remembered when those deep brown eyes had gazed tremulously into his for the first time.
"I am Rene Defau, Professor Morel, and I have come to study."
That had been all she had said as she stood there at the door of his New
York studio flat. She was dressed simply--almost too plainly, but those
eyes had captured him with their deep beauty, and he had stretched
forth his hand to draw her into the small room whose only beauty was
the large bay window which covered one side of its dingy wall and captured in its frame all the glowing wealth of the teeming city.
On fresh spring days the sky through that window was a canvas
painted with angel's strokes with lacy clouds and deep pure whites and
blues, but in the evening, in the summer, that window was an ecstasy of
splendor. It was the country with its sweet pungent earthy smells, and
the small town with its one lonely little road down which a boy and his
dog would plod contentedly home; it was peace and fulfillment. He had
loved that window with the passion of a painter for his masterpiece,
and she had noticed it the moment she had entered.
"You like my window?"
"Oh, yes, it is beautiful. It is a whole gulp of humanity--stark
naked yet sweet and wonderful." She had blushed then for having expressed herself so freely but he had been drawn to her--to her deep
sincerity and quiet peaceful beauty.
That had been their beginning. He had seen her often after that,
for those lessons were helping her, and Lord knows they had been almost
life's blood to him. With the inspiration she gave him he wrote more
and more and better and better pieces for the violin.
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She had not known then about Clarisse. He could not bring himself to break that spell which so encompassed them--not with the sordid details of a marriage that hadn't worked. A marriage that had been
rotten from the start, but that would go on forever even though in separation, for Clarisse would never let him go. Clarisse and he had met at
a cocktail party to which he had been invited by some musicians; they
had been introduced and quite simply started seeing each other off and
on. Clarisse was good for him, they'd said. She knew the right people,
said the right things, mouthed the proper pleasantries, and dressed like
a million dollars. She had vamped him completely, easily enveloping
him into her web of closely spun success. Of course she'd married him.
He had been her extravagance for the year, but somewhere along the
line she'd become attached to him too securely. Her plaything had become her obsession. She would let him stray--yes, but go--never. Paul
couldn't figure out whether someone had told her he would be a success
someday and she had decided to hang on and wait, whether inconceivably she may have loved him, but he doubted that.
Clarisse had had her affairs; in fact the year he'd met Rene she was
having one on a friend's yacht off Bermuda. Paul hadn't cared much
any more; in fact until he found Rene he was beginning to believe his
sense of care had been washed out by the steady stream of sophistication
absorbing his very being.
It was that about Rene that odd qualification he'd loved. Rene's childish quality that pulsed about her in aura of angelic beauty. She could be
positive at times, he remembered, and fun; and profound and quizzical;
but above all else she had been sincere. Such a change from Clarisse. He
remembered one day when she'd raced up the steps to the flat and burst
in, almost hurling her violin case onto the chair and twirling gaily in
a circle around him.
"Come, come, professor, it is much too pretty to be shut up here,
even with that window."
"Where would you like to go, Rene?"
"I think I should like to hire a fluffy cloud and lie back into its
billowy depths and have you play to me as we glided through the sky;
or I should like to run so fast along a shore with pounding waves that I
could run no more, and then I'd like to drop down breathless at your
feet--tired but content--but I'll settle for the Staten Island Ferry or
a long stroll in the sun."
They had taken the ferry and while chugging across the river she
had looked up at him with her short brown curls blown back by the
breeze and called him Paul. He had felt as young as she, though there
were fifteen years between them, and he'd realized that this affection he
had held for her was more than that of comradeship and paternal protection. He had told her so in the small French restaurant with clean
red-checked table cloths and candles flickering from pewter holders
where they had dined that night. . . .
Paul, oh no, I'm imagining things--it can't be Paul sitting there
in the audience gazing up at me. It can't be; and if it is, I can't go on.
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"Meet me there, Rene—Paul."
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I can't, I can't. Why did he come? Why, why, he couldn't have known
that I was here. Of course he didn't know, for he would never come.
We promised each other that, nine years ago after that scene--that
dreamful scene. He looks so tired, she thought, and drawn, but those
clothes. Yes, he had been a success, she knew, for she had read about him
and Clarisse, about the wonderful virtuoso on the violin whose wife was
so charming and such an asset to his thriving career. She remembered
that evening more vividly than all the rest. He was standing beside her
with his arm lightly encircling her waist, looking at the city. The view
from the window was supreme that evening. Each street light flickered
on as if by magic touch and shone brilliantly in the falling dusk, and
the sun had left its flaming trail swooping majestically at the tip of the
world, and each new star was piercing the pale blue heavens with a pin
point of jeweled light. The day had been complete, and the evening-the evening was contentment.
Then it had happened--a blaring civilized ring of the phone, and
with it all happiness was gone. It had been Clarisse, Clarisse of whom
she had known nothing. When Paul had returned from the phone, she
had realized that something had changed him greatly. His face was
white and confused, and his hand trembled as he stretched it forth to
her.
"I have something to tell you, Rene."
"I know, Paul."
"You cannot know, my darling. You cannot realize what this means
to me, but I must tell you. I cannot put it off any longer--God knows
that I would like to."
"What is it, Paul?
"I have a wife, Rene, a wife whom I do not love but whom I am
tied to for the rest of my life. She is at our home now, and I must go
there--Rene--wait--wait."
He had run after her as she had rushed from the door. "Stop. Stop,
Rene. There--"
He had caught her in his arms on the second landing and had held
her there while she struggled to get free. She could never have told what
her feelings had been at that moment. Above her confusion was the
sense of loneliness--a lost feeling that she would never force away. Paul
was not hers. He never had been and never could be. She was not even
sure he wanted to be. Paul had been kind, she supposed, in some respects. He had proposed nothing to her. He had merely said that he was
deeply sorry and that, for her own good, they should never meet again.
He had been right, of course, but why was he here? Why? Why?
The applause burst forth a little more enthusiastically for her curtain calls, and the conductor looked surprised and shocked when she
quietly refused to do any encores, and retired to the cubbyhole reserved
for guests back stage.
"Miss Defau. Excuse me, Miss Defau." It was an usher clothed in
black, and he was handing something to her. "A gentleman out front
said to --"
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"Thank you." Her voice trembled, and she closed the door quickly.
The note said merely--"There is a drug store, my darling, at the end
of this block. I noticed it on my way here. Meet me there, Rene. Paul."
Why had he done it? Why? She mustn't go. No, of course she mustn't.
Hadn't she just found herself able to take up the violin again? Hadn't
it been his memory which made her hate that which she once so loved?
Wasn't this her first concert in nine years—her first solo part? She
couldn't give that up for Paul. She couldn't be so weak, for he would
never change. Clarisse was too vital to his life, too much a part of his
success. She was just an interlude, a time spent happily, a breath of
youth to him. But maybe not, maybe he needed her. Maybe Clarisse had
failed him, and she was the one to help him as he reached the pinnacle
of success. That is why he had sought her out. That is why he had been
here tonight--to see her first success, her first performance after nine
years of silence. Paul had come back to her, and she must go to him. He
was waiting at that little corner drug store, but they could never stay
there. The High School youngsters would be swarming over the place,
and they must be alone. She had so much to tell him--so much about
her life without him and its boredom, and her life with him to come and
its glorious excitement. She must hurry--hurry--for Paul was waiting.
The druggist swept his sidewalk vigorously, piling up the remnants of the slushy snow and the trash scattered by this morning's kids
and last night's concert crowd. The afternoon paper missed his diligent
strokes--a paper which had a small article in its corner under a Miami
dateline: "The noted violinist, Paul Morel, flew in this morning to keep
an appointment with the renowned composer Charles Ravel. Morel
stated that he had been stranded for several hours in Clarksville but was
glad to reach Miami in time to meet Ravel, a meeting he felt indicated
the pinnacle of his success."
A gust of wind blew a piece of paper lightly over the article. It was
a note--torn in half by a disappointed girl--a note which read:
"Sorry, my darling-Paul."

CONTRASTS
By Ted Kopkin
Moonlight through venetian blinds,
On the soft rug are
Long bars of sweet light,
Long bars of black dark.
Sweet light is brilliant, glowing;
Black dark is quiet, knowing.
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PURPLE AGE
By Lynn E. Daniels
ITTLE SAM DAVIS didn't notice that the mules had kept
going when they reached the end of the field until the dead
briars near the creek began to stick his feet. He forgot the
purple cap for a moment and began seesawing the lines.
"Stop -- whoa -- Nell -- Bill. Whoa! Gee now, back
around here." He began pulling the mules back into the half-turned
field.
The plow slicing off a piece of weedy, soggy, bottom land once
more, Sam transferred his thoughts back to the purple cap. It didn't
matter whether he had one or not, so long as Ben and Roy didn't have,
but they had one on at school today. The whole sawmill bunch had one,
Harold, Hugh, Poodle, and now, Ben and Roy. And they didn't even
belong to the sawmill bunch really. Mr. James was a farmer just like
Sam's Dad before the sawmill came to Taft, and now he was a night
watchman, and bought Ben and Roy anything they wanted almost. Sam
wished his Dad would quit farming and start sawmilling. He caught the
mules in time to turn them with the curving furrow, glancing hopefully
at the sun, lingering about an hour over the mountain.
He shuddered a little as he thought about this being Friday, and
the day he had to carry the clothes back to Taft. He had told his Mom
that he wouldn't pick up the clothes and deliver them if she had to get
her customers on the same street that Harold, Hugh, and Poodle lived
on. Mrs. Davis had met Mrs. Barnes and Mrs. Johnson at church and
told them she would do their laundry. This would make it possible for
Sam to slip around through the lumber stacks and never be seen until
he came out just below the Barnes' house. I'll tell her tonight before I
take the clothes, Sam thought. I have to take the clothes, so she ought
to buy me a cap. He visioned himself in the cap. He would be just like
the rest of them then. Probably, Harold would even speak, and his Dad
was the manager of the 'Mercantile Store. He'd walk straight to the back
of the school bus and sit right down in the middle of the sawmill bunch,
and listen to the jokes they always tell on the way to school. He wouldn't
be ashamed then, if he had a cap like the rest of them. It made little
goose-pimples run up his back, he was so glad. He slapped the mules
with the lines. About three more furrows and it would be time to quit.
As Sam slithered the bicycle in and out through the stacks of lumber, he held tight to the laundered clothes balanced between the handlebars. He thought about how good his Mom was to let him buy the cap.
The washings would bring a dollar. She would just get seventy-five cents
worth of groceries, leaving a quarter for the cap. Sam whistled, thinking
about the cap, and briskly smelling the fresh resin from the twilightdimmed stacks of green pine lumber.
He entered the Mercantile unnoticed and made his way through
the idle bunches of men in stiff, resin-stained overalls, to the counter
where the purple caps lay. He tried each one on, finally coming to one
that felt as if it covered his sun-burned, blond hair.
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"You want it?" Bud Wilder was wiping his hands on a dirty apron
tied around him midway, and grinning at Sam.
"Yessir, an' a box of salt, five pounds of sugar, can of potted meat,
and loaf bread."
He held the cap delicately in one hand as he rode along the dark
graveled road, stopping several times to try it on. He wondered what
Ben and Roy would say. Then he happened to remembr that today was
Friday; there would be no school tomorrow. He would have to wait until
Monday to wear it. He pedaled slowly, cap in one hand, and groceries
in the other, toward the Old Davis Homeplace that sat frowning upon
the neat rows of small, green pine houses at Taft.
Sam loved Saturdays even if it did mean plowing all day, for on
Saturday night there were always popcorn balls, post toasties for Sunday
morning, and sometimes candy from the Mercantile. He couldn't decide
whether to wear the cap today or not; if he plowed in it, he might get
dust on it, so he just decided to do the milking and feeding in it, and
pull it off after breakfast.
Sam looked at the hot, spring sun and figured it was about an hour
until the dinner bell would ring. A horse-fly had been buzzing around
Old Bill for several rounds now. He stopped the mules and waited for
it to light. Gazing down in the field he had finished plowing yesterday,
he could see his Dad harrowing the fresh turned ground. The horse-fly
had come back and was trying to light on Bill's rump. Sam swung at it
and missed. "Dirty dang fly, just light, go ahead, an' see what happens.
Stop twitching your tail, Bill, an' let him light."
"What you doin', Sam, plowin'?"
"Hi, Sam."
"Well, Ben and Roy. What youal doin' off down this way?"
They scooped the dirt up between their toes, and looked at each
other grinning. Roy was the oldest and usually did the talking. "We
started to go swimmin'. We got our bicycles up on the road. Poodle's up
there waitin'. Wanta go?"
"I can't. I got to plow."
"You come near a gittire shot last night, Sam. Pa said he had just
started makin' his rounds an' he seen somethin' shootin' in an' out between the lumber. He kept watchin' an' when you come out just below
the Barnes' house, he seen it was you on your bicycle. Pa said you was
a carryin' somethin' on the handlebars, an' left it at the Barnes'. What
was it, Sam?" Roy looked at him mockingly.
Sam twisted uncomfortably. "Oh it wudn' nothin'. Just some scraps
for a quilt that Ma wanted me to take to Mrs. Barnes."
'Pa said it looked like a plain old washin' to him." Ben and Roy
giggled and looked at each other.
Sam tried to push the tears back, but they flowed quickly down his
face. He dug his toes into the earth.
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"We didn't know you was gonna cry, Sam. Is your Ma takin' in
washin's?" Sam continued to stare at his feet, wiping the tears off his
cheeks with sun-burned, dirt-covered fists. "We'll see you, Sam. Poodle'll
be wonderin' where we got to." They trotted up the hill, giggling as
they went. Sam watched them as they crossed the high ditch, and came
out ino the road. He rubbed his stomach, trying to smooth the big lump
that had gathered there. Back at the Homeplace, the dinner bell began
to ring. It usually made Sam's stomach growl, but today he hardly
heard it.
The popcorn balls stuck in Sam's throat, and the Mercantile jawbreakers seemed tasteless. He wondered if they had told Harold about
him carrying the clothes to Mrs. Barnes. Maybe if he wore the cap anyway, they would forget it by Monday. It was purple just like the rest of
them . . . maybe they would forget. He munched a little harder on the
jaw-breaker and looked at himself in the mirror with the cap on. He
took another jaw-breaker from the sack. It looked like grape. This one
tasted like grape too.
Sam stood on the road in the early morning sun, waiting for the
school bus. He saw it crossing the hill, and felt his head to see if the cap
was on right. The smell of greasy lunchpails penetrated Sam's nostrils
as he climbed aboard the bus. He made his way to the back, but stopped
a couple of seats short of the sawmill bunch. Ben and Roy were sitting
together. Sam sat down behind them. Harold and Hugh had a pencil and
paper, writing swiftly when the bus stopped to pick up a passenger.
Sam looked about to see if anyone had noticed his cap. Only Ben and
Roy were starring, wide-eyed at it. It was just like the one on their own
heads. Sam listened to catch what Harold was saying.
"Now let's see, we need a good second baseman. But they ain't nobody left to take it."
"How about Bozo? He's a good catcher," Hugh suggested.
"Oh, he lives on the mountain, and besides he ain't got a cap." Harold glanced up and caught Sam's big eyes looking straight into his. "He
lives on the mountain, but he stays in Taft most of the time. Sam's got
a cap. If Sam would loan it to him."
"Yeah, Sam, loan it to him. Loan him your cap, Sam," Poodle
hollered.
"Yeah, Sam, you can't play ball. Loan it to Bozo." Ben squirmed
with delight.
"Let Bozo wear your cap, Sam. You don't need it to carry dirty
clothes," Roy giggled, and looked at Harold as he talked.
The whole sawmill bunch joined in on the persuasion. Sam looked
wildly from one to the other. The feeling he had made his head feel
tight. The cap didn't even feel like it fit anymore.
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GOD, MAN, AND THE MACHINE
By John Miller
T WAS NATURAL for me to love the machine, for I have
sensed its presence since I could first perceive. Perhaps even
the day I was born I heard the rachet sound of pneumatic
drills breaking up old pavement. Too, on that road I might
have heard the backfiring of automobiles, or from above,
the purring drone of the airplane. The whirl of a neighbor's lathe might
even have soothed my infant ears, and so new was I to this world that
the twang and chatter of this neighbor's electric saw probably failed to
disturb me. I was cradled in these sounds; I had no reason to fear them.
These machines were part of my inheritance, and I, not denying
them, learned about them, worked over them, and loved them. I felt their
rhythmic beat when they were healthy and I attempted to ease their
sputtering when they were sick, feeling them die as I worked carelessly
over them and thrilling to their recovery under my more surveillant
hand. I laughed to feel their power and speed, and I cried from their
smarting exhaust. Beneath my touch moved mammoth trucks and cranes,
bulldozers and tractors. I adjusted carburetors and replaced valves; then
I heard my machine, saw it, felt it respond. At times I sat on hills or
high in buildings and looked upon the city with its smoky factories and
omnipresent machines. I smelled the smoke and the ozone, and the smell
was good.
Mine was an age of speed, and I became speed's devotee. I was jubilant when I felt beneath me the awful power of a motorcycle. It sang a
robust song, one for pioneers, for men who believed in their own
strength and daring. I was happy when with but a touch, I could feel
that surge of power which would speed me faster than any living creature before my age had ever gone. Even Hannibal never traveled over
three to five miles an hour; no, nor Napoleon, nor Robert E. Lee. Who
were these men? I maintained an instrument infinitely greater than
could be visualized by their most extravagant dreams. Couldn't I accelerate to over an hundred miles an hour? Under me, in readiness for my
command, purred a servant that would give me anything for which I
asked.
There is something demanding, and yet rewarding, in speed, something that squeezes your viscera like a great hand squeezing putty, something that permeates the muscles and makes them sensitive to emotion,
as though the muscles themselves could feel the fear. When speed is
quickened then living is heightened. Sensation becomes acute. One feels
beauty in every bound of the motorcycle, in the every pull and lurch of the
handle bars. Beauty is with you in the whine of the tires. You feel it in
the sting of wind and rain. You smell it in the wet smell of the country
and in the smoke smell of the city. And when a near accident occurs, you
feel it. You feel it best, then. You feel it in your muscles and viscera:
your muscles are like jelly and your viscera are like a great gob of nothing. Then you speed on again and you know you have lived and you
know you are a part of life.
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I loved speed because it gave me this thrill of fear. Perhaps I did
not recognize it first as fear, this thing that grew with a slow tensioning
of my bowels, then chest and throat, as I saw the ground racing past me
ever faster and faster. But I slowly learned it to be fear. I saw how this
machine could kill me, and I was afraid. But the greater the fear became, the greater, too, became the pleasure, and I strove to go faster and
faster. I spent all my time perfecting my machine. It had to go faster.
And the faster it sped the more scared I became. Then I began to wonder of the machine and the man, which was the master and which the
servant. I had some vague, unexplainable prescience of the villainous
leading role the machine was to play. Suddenly the thing I most loved,
I knew I most feared.
Once, too, I walked in the sunshine of the love of a beneficent God.
I worshipped Him with an intrinsic sense that is found in few of us. I
expected with childlike faith that His reciprocal love would insure
everyone's happiness in this world and would provide our safe conduct
to the next. But the study of human pain and of history and philosophy
cost me this very benevolent God. Without this God I wondered what I
could worship. I had to find some way to make my life purposeful. Duty
to the machine was hopeless, for I knew there to be something greater
than the machine. But if not God, what then? Couldn't I, instead of
serving this God, serve His people, humanity? A kinder conception of
altruism would give me something for which to live.
Now was my chance to save the world. The world under my touch
would respond just as the machine had. I knew the ills of this life and
I was sure that I could write against them so convincingly that people
would turn their evil bents to pursuit of the good and would then enjoy
a new age of prosperity and material blessings. I flung myself into tomes
of philosophy to find the key to governmental success. I found the key:
I would be another Thomas Paine. I would precipitate the revolution
which would place the aristoi in the seats of government. Somehow I
failed. Somehow I have lost ambition.
For there is something now in the world, something in this machine,
something in this humanity that restricts me. Something is that puts the
old fear of the machine deep in my bowels. Something is within me that
makes me doubt even as when I first lost my God. I walk abroad at night
and smell the woods and hear the wind and see the stars, and I wonder--who will enjoy these when we are gone? Sometimes I set to work
on the machine again, but the exhaust is poisonous and the grease on
my hands is blood. And I fear, fear, fear.
For this humanity and this machine have outgrown their productivity and are sold on destruction. I read history's terrible lesson and I
recognize science's terrible role. The machine which took us out of
darkness is out of hand. Civilization which raised us from the animal
now reduces us to the animal. Oh, here now, you prophets, is the culmination of your civilization: he who lives by the plow shall die by the
sword. Here is the result of thousands of years of thought and philosophy: death and waste as victors. Here are your lovers' dreams: hate, hate.
This is -what becomes of children's prayers: a fiery ball of flaming hate,
dirt, and flesh. Here is your Christ crucified. Turn now from your own
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cross and beg for His paradise. Oh, tenderest, most exquisite spring
flower, if only you might live, if only you-Living in an irrational and passionate age, I have become so completely rational as to expunge all love from my life. Once I loved a God
but I discovered Him to be something other than my child's mind desired, so I cast this love aside. Once I loved the machine, but it has taken
on a demon's shape, and can I love what I fear? Once I loved humanity,
but humanity is sometimes revolting and ugly, and not worthy of anyone's love. Surrounded by the fires of international enmity which
threaten to consume the world, I feel I can love only simpler nature
where at least the strong survive. But that nature, too, would evolve into
a state of intelligence which would learn the art of killing both the
great and the small. Even the tenderest, most exquisite spring flower
might grow into a monster. What can we love?
Yet still the world moves on, and perhaps we prophets of doom are
mistaken. I shall live as I always have. I shall love God, man, and the
machine though together they destroy themselves and me.

A LOVER'S PASSION SUNG BY TWILIGHT
The Love-Passion of the Son of Lenene
By Hoyle Hyberger
I heard the nightbird's song last moonlit eve;
O sweet, the sleeping soul that low refrain
Of new-born passion waked and stirred to leave
Me burning; thoughts of thee, my own, again
O'er flowed my being; gentle thought which seized
My heart and soul, that all to thee enchained
In love's sweet meshes, may of ardour weave
Some worthy gift—if such may be attained.
But now beside thee, I the folly see
Of him who speaks of worthy gifts for thee.
Nor could the gods, though searched be earth and sky,
Produce that gift. Yet, love, methinks that I
May from thine own two lips when kiss-pressed find
This treasure; come and press thy lips to mine.
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CLOUDBURST
By S. Ed Hale
HE HEAT in the car was stifling in spite of the wind blowing in the open windows. Lord, why didn't it go ahead
and rain. It would at least cool this infernally hot desert
off for a little while. Through the murky atmosphere, a
small town, perhaps ten miles ahead, seemed to grow up
out of the sagebrush-splotched plain. Beyond the town the sky hung
dark and threatening. As I slowed down for the half dozen buildings
of the settlement, large drops of rain splashed against the windshield.
A weather beaten sign saying, "Eats-Truckers Welcome", flapped in
the rising gusts of wind before an unpainted building. Hell, if I
have to go hungry, I couldn't stomach another one of these places.
I passed the last filling station and stepped down on the gas.
I saw the boy then. He was running for the shelter of the filling
station I had just passed, suitcase in one hand and a coat in the other.
When he saw me he stopped and waved his coat up and down.
I slowed the car and stopped beside him. He threw the bulging
cardboard bag into the back and folded his tall slender frame into
the front seat beside me as the full force of the cloudburst struck the
car. The driving rain deadened the sound of the engine as I started
off again, peering intently ahead in order to see the highway.
"Mani I almost didn't make it," he exhaled loudly and leaned
back. "These things don't last long but if you get caught in one
it darn near drowns you."
I looked over at him with the corner of my eye. You never could
tell about hitch-hikers these days, especially out here where you don't
see a ranch house for miles. He looked o.k. though. Just a kid,
maybe 19 or 20.
"Live around here?" I asked.
"No sir, my home is in Fresno. That's where I'm going now."
The broad smile left his face and he looked older.
"Been seeing America first, huh?"
His eyes flicked toward me, resentfully, and then he looked out
of the window on his side. He may have said no but I couldn't be
sure.
The rain stopped as abruptly as it had started and the sun bore
through a few scattered clouds. The puddles of water in the highway gave off steam. I opened the window again and the breeze was
cool.
"I didn't mean to get nosey. Driving alone like this makes me
want to talk."
He forgave with his eyes. "That's o.k., you see I'm going back
to my mother's funeral."
"Dang, that's tough." What else is there to say to a thing like
that? I could feel him looking at me searchingly and I was uncom(45)

fortable. The sagebrush and the whitish alkali flats rolled by for a
long time. I sure could stand a square meal.
"Mom didn't have to die."
The sudden words startled me. He was leaning forward, looking through the windshield, talking as if to himself.
"They could have saved her. The sanatorium wouldn't take her.
They wouldn't take her without the money first. The lousy bums.
They could have saved her. I couldn't make enough in time.
I should have made more and it wouldn't have happened. Nine months
slaving out in that God-forsaken desert for nothing. And I didn't see
her before she died. I didn't even get to see her."
A sob shook his body and he ground his fists into his eyes.
I squirmed and felt almost responsible for his mother's death myself.
"I'm sorry," he said. "You don't want to listen to my troubles."
His eyes were red and he tried to smile. "How far you going?"
"San Francisco." I was thankful for the change of subject. "I'm
running late. Had to spend a day and night in Winnemucca to have
my car worked on."
"You stopped at Winnemucca? Some burg, eh? That's where I
was working. Anyway it was the nearest town. I was out in the desert
over a hundred miles."
"What in the name of common sense did you do that far from
civilization?"
He laughed. "That is the same thing everybody asks. I was
working on a dam they're building to catch water for the antelopes
and ducks. It's on a game reserve. It was interesting but it was too
far from town. I only went in four times all the time I was there."
"What did you do for pastime? Shot craps and slept, I guess."
"I did sleep a lot but didn't shoot much craps. I couldn't win for
losing. There was an old abandoned opal mine about a mile from
camp and on Sundays two or three of us fellows would go up and muck
around a little."
"Ever find anything?"
"Yes, some of the fellows found some that made nice souvenirs.
There was a man from Reno camping next to the mine one weekend
who collected stones of all kinds like some people do postage stamps.
He bought one I found. It was as big as your thumb and flashed
red in the light. Fire opal he called it. I wanted to keep it for a gift
to my mom but she needed the fifteen dollars more than she did a
pretty stone."
"Have a smoke," I said quickly.
Occasional houses along the highway told me a large town was
ahead. I pulled in at a filling station next to a promising looking
roadside restaurant.
"Give her the works, will you?" I told the attendant. "We're
going to eat."
The kid was embarrassed. "You go ahead. I'm not hungry."
"Listen," I said, "there is nothing I hate worse than eating alone,
so come on. It's on me."
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"Say, ain't he hungry?"
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I ordered T-bone steaks and we sat sipping coffee waiting for them.
The waiter pulled up a stool on the other side of the counter and sat
down.
"Same gully washer we had, wasn't it?" he wanted to know.
"Yeah."
"How far you going?"
"Frisco."
"Durn hot to be traveling."
"Yeah."
"Making good time?"
"Left Winnemucca this morning."
"That's one hell of a town ain't it? I never was there but once
and it sure is a hell of a town."
"Yeah."
"Fellow I know was up there a few weeks ago." He scooted his
stool closer and quit picking his teeth. "He's a jewel dealer in Reno.
You know, buys and sells all them pressed stones." He chuckled to
himself. "Well, sir, he heard about some old opal mine up there
somewhere and went up to look it over. Well, there was some fellows
from a construction camp digging around in it and he bought a opal
from one of them for fifteen dollars."
He chuckled again. I disliked him very much.
"Know what he sold it for?"
"Two T-bones coming up," called the woman in the kitchen.
The waiter stood and leaned over into my face.
"Twelve hundred dollars," he whispered. "Yes, sir, twelve hundred dollars. He sure took some sucker for a ride."
The kid stood up. His face was white, even his lips.
"Where you going?"
His voice was hoarse. "I'll catch another ride. Thanks for the
lift and everything."
"Wait," I yelled as the screen door slammed behind him but he
didn't stop.
The waiter put the two plates on the counter. "Say, ain't he
hungry?"
"No, give me another cup of coffee."

SUMMER STORM
By Dick ,Neidhardt
Shadow the earth, you mountains sailing,
Wrought by the kindly Hand of God.
Hiding the sun with rainbows trailing,
Ever changing Hand of God.
Scream at earth with thunder spoken,
Stirring, swirling Hand of God.
Leave the trees all bent and broken,
Cruel and crushing Hand of God.
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THE CREEPS
By Mary K. Atkins
HAT THE STRANGE, tropical night sounds had disturbed
me I was sure—then I was not so sure. Once before, as a
child, I had been roused by a vivid dream of impending
danger and had awakened to find an intruder with his giant
hands coiled tightly around my throat. I screamed a moment
before breath became impossible, and help came, but ever after that I
have been haunted by the fear of fear itself . . . fear of a forewarning
dream more than the actual disaster, which comes as an anti-climax. I
remember thinking that if I continued to sleep--with my eyes tightly
closed--I could escape the Thing, but even then I was wide awake foolishly rationalizing. I began to live in dread of sleeping and ultimately
of dreaming. "To sleep, perchance to dream; ay, there's the rub. . . ."
On this night that I am recalling, I was a week-end guest in my
aunt's home, and since it was usual for me to be apprehensive in other
than familiar surroundings I did not allow myself to become too
alarmed when I awoke in the deep heavy black of a two o'clock morning
to hear soft gentle thuds upstairs. They struck such an unfrightening
note that I took the noises to be pine cones dropping on the roof. However, they continued and seconds later a neighbor's dog began wailing
pitifully. Had I been superstitious, which I was, I would have believed
it an ominous sign of death, which I did immediately, but cast the
thought aside and tried to sleep. The thudding stopped, and I was only
half awake when the floor outside my door popped--perhaps from heat,
I thought. But by that time I was sitting up in bed with my heart beating so fast and so loudly that I could hardly hear the noises which I
knew instinctively were still there. I was afraid, because I felt the danger
but could not see it. The darkness magnified the mounting fear and as
I slipped as quietly as I could to the floor, I felt both cold and hot at
once. Bubbles took shape in my spine and vertebrae and ran all over
my body.
Hoping that I was needlessly upset, but sensing that something
was dreadfully wrong, I put my hand on the door knob and stood for a
second motionless, holding my breath in order to catch the faintest
sound. A sudden POP1 nearly paralyzed me, but I, like a fool, rushed
wildly into the dark hall and realized that whatever had caused the
thuds and cracks and pops was right there with me. I would have run
out of the house if I could have moved, and would have screamed if I
had been able to open my mouth, but I did nothing because the very
motions of thought were impossible.
The man (I thought of "it" as a man though I could not see him)
was obviously as ignorant of my position as I of his, and so we both
waited for the other to make the first move. I took my ring off slowly,
hardly daring to move my arms, and threw it, hoping to divert his attention sufficiently to allow me to escape. But even that attempt failed
when the sound I expected was not forthcoming--the ring had landed
on the thick carpet. I felt foolish and lost at the same time. There was
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only my watch left to throw, and it took me ages to ease it off, but I
threw with all my might. This attempt too was foiled because I hit
"HIM" in my wild aim before the watch left my hand. The pure horror
of the situation left me sick and watery-mouthed, but I did get action.
"HE" lunged and I ran screaming toward the stairs, but he, anxious for
an opportunity to be away, dashed out through the French doors of the
library. The sound was comforting, for it meant that the menacing unknown was gone.
I switched on every light I could stumble to and, leaning against
the bottom stair, called to my aunt. I was puzzled at not receiving an
answer and, still too weak to climb the stairs, called again. In an instant
I realized I had not uttered a sound--it was maddening--I shrieked
and screamed while great tears rolled down my cheeks, but I still could
not make myself heard. Angry now at my own feebleness I managed to
take the eighteen necessary upward steps and once at the top I knocked
on my aunt's bedroom door. But this time I was not surprised at the
continued silence, for I knew that she could not have slept through the
clamor and somehow I sensed that there was a reason--.
Fearfully I opened the door--dear auntie, what if--but the bed
was empty, covers thrown back hastily. I cannot explain why, but I ran
to the window--and there on the front lawn, running in wild circles
was the night's intruder--with auntie tearing around behind him
waving a brass poker at him and gaining on him every second. When
the police arrived auntie was properly attired to receive callers, and the
would-be robber was bound securely from head to toe with clothesline.
I was obnoxiously having hysterics.

AMERICA
By Ted Kopkin
Bare skeleton frame points at sky
Smudgy gray clouds are heavy,
Workers slipping, sliding--red slush-mud
Black hands clack white blocks together,
Sputtering, heaving truck slings wet earth,
Church a-building,
Boss's harsh voice grides,
Scared white eyes in black face.
Black nigger!
Goddam!
Lazy good-for-nothing!
American way of life,
Church a-building,
Democracy.
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ACE OF CLUBS
By William J. Newton
ETURNING from a mission down the Danube waterfront,
Vienna's "flak alley," the "Valiant Virgin," a 15th Air Force
B-17, was having rough going. Her number two engine had
been shattered on the bomb run and now, still three hours
from her base, number four engine quit.
In response to the pilot's orders, I ripped out all low frequency
radio equipment and heaved it out the camera hatch to lighten the ship
as much as possible.
After we had jettisoned every item we could tear loose, including
guns, ammunition and bombsight, the "Virgin" was able to maintain
her altitude, but fell far behind the rest of the formation. Still deep in
Austria, which was thick with enemy fighter fields, we were left almost
helpless.
Just as we could make out the little Austria town of Klagenfurt,
on the Yugoslav border--which meant we were nearing semi-friendly
territory--the tail gunner sang out, "Bandits at seven o'clock high."
I looked out the top hatch of the radio room to see the squat silhouettes of three ME-109's, fast overtaking the "Virgin."
"Gawdalmighty, fellers, we've had it!" came the voice of the engineer over the interphone. He fired a short burst from the twin .50 calibers in the top turret to warm them, and began to track the oncoming
109's.
I sat helplessly in the radio room, the sweat trickling down my
nose under my oxygen mask. The left waist gunner crossed himself, and
fumbled under his heated suit for his beads. Since we had thrown all
guns and ammunition overboard except for those in the turrets, all the
waist gunners and I could do was to pray.
The first 109 came in warily, making a quick pass from nine o'clock
high. The plexiglass hatch cover in the radio room showered on my
shoulders as he zeroed in. The other two Jerries, apparently noticing
the lack of firepower from our non-turret stations, peeled off for a pass
from seven o'clock level, out of line of fire from the turrets. The "Virgin"
shuddered violently under the impact of two savage bursts from their
cannon, which tore into the wing root, perilously near to the number
three engine nacelle.
Looking out the top hatch to see where the next pass was coming
from, I almost fainted with relief. Hurtling toward us were two P-51's,
their vapor trails making long plumes of white behind them. Before I
could spread the news over the interphone, the engineer spotted them.
"Hell, we ain't dead yet; there's two 51's out there at four o'clock high,
comin' in like scalded dogs. We'll have beaucoup scrap yet."
The newcomers engaged the 109's before they had a chance to make
another pass at the the "Virgin" and promptly blasted one to bits. The
other two Jerries apparently decided that they had urgent business else(51)

where, and made no attempt to retaliate; but hurriedly headed back to
the Fatherland.
The insignia on the vertical stabilizers of the 51's identified our
rescuers as members of the all-Negro 99th Fighter Group. I switched to
the high frequency command channel and heard the "Virgin's" pilot
talking to them. "Little Friends, the drinks are on us as soon as we get
back to the base."
"Big Brother, I could sure use a long, stiff drink right now--not
for me, but for this Packard 12. I've got about 15 minutes fuel left, and
Cicero over here, he's in even worse shape. We'll try to make it to the
Adriatic and ditch, but if we don't, we'll take a raincheck on the booze
--make it Seven Crown. If we do ditch, how about giving Air-Sea a fix
on us?"
Our elation at being rescued faded. The fighter pilots, evidently
out on a strafing sweep, had come to our rescue even though they knew
that they lacked the fuel to do it and get back.
As the Adriatic came into view, we watched the tiny 51's drop swiftly
toward the surface, and saw the two white flashes of spray as they hit.
The navigator began to calculate a fix on their position to call in to
Air-Sea Rescue Service; but as we circled the spot where they hit, and
swept the surface with binoculars--the cold, green waves of the Adriatic were empty.

SEGREGATED EQUALITY
(With Afterthought by Walt Whitman)
By Ted Kopkin
You should be educated,
You stay there,
I want to help you,
Don't come near me,
I know and understand you,
You're human same as me,
Your skin is black,
I want to help you,
You should have a job,
But not a white man's job.
*

*

*

Do I contradict myself? Very well then,
I contradict myself.
(52)

CRISSCROSS
By Shirley Wallace
OU KNOW, Louise, I just can't get over running into you
here. And all the time I thought you must be out of town."
"Oh, I'm just on the go continuously, Vera—never settle
down for an instant. I'll swear, I can't remember when
I've been in bed before two o'clock in the morning."
"Well, honestly now, Louise, I'm not exaggerating a bit, but I've
got a honey of a man simply wrapped around my little finger. It just
makes me dizzy, he keeps me in such a whirl."
"Vera, you're just the cleverest thing ever," Louise murmured as
the two girls swirled in through the revolving door.
"He ought to be down any minute now. I don't like to go up
to his office, but he always comes out this way."
"I know you can keep a secret, Vera, so I'll just have to tell you.
I can almost hear the wedding bells ringing, myself. Things are just
that serious."
"You don't mean it, Louise. Well, I'm not in the least surprised;
I can tell you that. You always could knock any man for a loop."
"Well, I'm just about to weaken this time. After all, Mike simply
follows me around on bended knee."
"Mike?"
"Yes, Mike Herron. His office is upstairs, too."
"Mike Herron? I've never heard such a lie! Why, I'm waiting
for Mike myself. I know darned well he'd never look at the likes of
you, and as for a proposal—ha!"
"You're a fine one to laugh! Mike's so in love with me he's half
crazy. You couldn't possibly take him away from me, and what's
more, you'd better not!"
"Just you wait till Mike comes down. You'll see who's crazy.
I'm willing to bet he won't even know you're standing there."
And suddenly there was Mike striding toward them, smiling as
broad as daylight.
"Darling! Mike, darling!" The voice was soft and caressing,
seeming to drift past on the elusive fragrance of lilacs. Spike heels
clicked across the marble floor. And there she was—slipping a dainty
gloved hand through Mike's waiting arm. Smoothly, from out of nowhere, she had breezed in, separated them from Mike, and spirited him
away—all with a single movement.
Vera and Louise closed in together automatically, as if to form a
battle front.
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"Well, did you see that?" Louise asked the ridiculous question in
profound seriousness. "I'd be caught dead before I'd let my hair down
and make such a dive for a man."
"Why, she was practically blubbering in his face. She was eagerness personified."
"Well, you know what they say about the early bird."
"Yes, and it certainly serves her right."
"Oh, listen, Vera. There's the cutest little snack shop around the
corner."
"Wonderful! I'm simply ravenous. And, by the way! I haven't
even told you about my new job. My boss is a honey if there ever
was one. He's a bachelor, too, and I want you to know, he's asked me
to work late three times already. I wouldn't breathe this to another
soul, but I tell you, Louise, things are looking pretty serious."
"Vera, you're just the cleverest thing ever," Louise murmured as
the two girls swirled out through the revolving door.

SLOW MUSIC AND FLOWERS
By Margaret O'Neal
Alan slept in the sun
On the south slope of the hill
Where the grass was green,
Tall green grass with yellow tips
Waving in the sun where Alan slept.
Ariadne looked for Alan.
She looked in the short green grass
And in the long green grass with yellow tips
She found Alan asleep in the sun.
High overhead the sun paused
Beaming on Alan asleep in the grass
With Ariadne bending above him
As he smiled in sleep.
Ariadne lay down beside him.
The sun receded and the air cooled
So that Alan drew close to her
Because he was cold and she warmed him
With the heat of her body.
When he was warmed and his passion spent
They lay in the cool of the evening
Hidden by the tall green grass with yellow tips.
But the white highland bulls
And their ivory horned heifers
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Roamed over the short green grass
And a wolf frighted the herd
So they fled in stampede through
The tall green grass with yellow tips.
Alan and Ariadne heard the thundering
Roar of hooves and leaped to their feet
Only to be dashed down
By the surging herd of white.
And today in the valley below
The hillside with its south slope
Of short green grass
And its tall grass with yellow tips
The church bells are tolling
And the sound is interspersed with
Slow sad music and mourners wailing
Behind the flower laden bodies
Where Alan and Ariadne once lived.
But far off on the hillside
From the cover of tall green grass
With yellow tips
Alan and Ariadne listen to the music
As hand in hand they gather flowers.

YOUR EYES
By. Virginia Cobleigh
I look in your eyes
and what do I see?
I see all the heavens
spread out before me.
All the rapture, the glory,
the beauty of Rome;
The mystery of the ocean,
its tides and its foam.
The grandeur of Greece,
the wealth of the Nile
Are centered in you . . .
in your eyes, when you smile.

NORTH SAILOR
By Phil Krug
Black patch over red hole;
Spit frozen in stubble.
Big hunk of stiff hempen.
Wind filling out canvas;
Ho, larboard for Barrow.
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BLEAK ETERNITY
By Doris Chapman
IDING THE CREST of a giant wave of latecomers that
flooded the church, Maylee and Bill entered as Brother Zack
announced the page number of the opening song.
"Glad to see you, Sister Crowell, Brother Crowell."
From the pulpit Brother Zack welcomed them personally, a recognition reserved for the most faithful among the flock of
worshipers. Midst a muffled flutter of "Hello's" and "How are you's" the
voluptuously attractive young woman and her thin, work-worn husband
squeezed into a narrow vacancy on a splintery bench about half way
back in the church.
As Brother Zack led the singing with wild gyrations of his left arm,
the empty right sleeve of his bright sports jacket waved grotesquely,
making conspicuously evident the result of a much-confessed entanglement with the Devil. At the conclusion of the first song, the one-armed
man told again the experience that had changed his life, causing him to
leave the downward trail in which he had been walking and turn to the
upward way. He had in the old, sinful days lain drunken beside a railroad track and let a train slice off his right arm.
His confession was followed by other equally contrite speeches.
From all the poorer sections of the city this congregation had gathered,
and as the tempo of the service increased, the unfathomable misery of
their pitiful lives dissolved in an ever welling stream of emotion. The
stream bubbled from a hundred open mouths. With each loud, fast song,
with each agitated prayer, with each remorseful confession of strange,
conscience-pricking sins, it rose and swelled, filling the house to overflowing, spilling through doors and windows to surprise amazed passersby on adjacent streets and sidewalks.
"Oh, Lord, have mercy on me! I'm just a poor sinner saved by
grace, but I love you," a female voice wailed loudly, the plaintive cry
sounding above the tumult of voices.
Maylee left her husband's side and rushed down the uncarpeted
aisle to throw herself to her knees in the narrow space between the first
bench and the pulpit.
"lye been a wicked woman. I've been untrue to my husband. Lord,
forgive me!"
The weeping woman stared unblinkingly through the crowd into
the wavering eyes of her husband. Bill shifted from foot to foot. He tried
to fasten his gaze on a gay placard motto decorating the wall behind the
pulpit, but his eyes were ever drawn from the blue square with silver
letters, "God Is Love," to look at his wife in the altar.
Against his will Bill came often to church with Maylee. She insisted
that he accompany her, and if he refused, she would kneel by his bed
at night and pray for him long and loudly, and he could not sleep. Bill
did not understand Maylee's concern for his soul's salvation. He worked
hard and paid his debts. He did not drink, did not even smoke. He had
never gone out with other women. Even before they were married he
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had never been interested in any woman but Maylee, although he had
always known that she cared far more for Dab Nicholson than she did
for him.
"Forgive me, Lord, I was a disobedient child. I broke your commandment to honor thy father and mother." Intensely repentent, Maylee
loudly listed her transgressions.
"Oh—h—h."
"Forgive her, Lord."
"Amen."
A mixed chorus interrupted the sing-song prayer-confession.."I was a sinful girl, indulging in worldly pleasure. I ate from the
fleshpots. But, Lord, that's over and you've forgave me. I was the worst
of sinners and you loved and saved me. You even gave me the Blessing.
But, Lord, I want to talk in tongues!"
Maylee rose to her feet and stared wildly about the congregation,
her penetrating gaze coming finally to rest in the equally intent stare of
Brother Zack, who was kneeling beside her.
"I'm in the fellowship. I'm walking in the way. I'm doing Your
will. I know I am! Lord, why do you keep your Spirit from me?"
Though she addressed a higher power, Maylee spoke directly to
Brother Zack. Receiving no answer but a vague nod from the kneeling
man, she fell to her knees and rested her arms on the bench before her,
burying her face in them. She heard a masculine voice assertively demanding the attention of the congregation as it became evident that she
would make no further immediate contribution to the service. Though
the noise and reeking closeness of many perspiring bodies pressed about
the mourning woman and proclaimed her one with her surroundings,
she was now and always part and product of another time and another
place.
Another time; another place. Two hills meet, form a hollow. Hills
are sparsely wooded with pine trees. Tired, scrawny pine trees reach up
and down but not out. Stunted forest in a land of skinny dwarfs.
In the hollow sits a house. Rough boards, now decaying, make shelter, hardly shelters. Winter weather, wind sweeps through wide cracks,
lifts thin quilts, chills unwashed bodies. Summer season, shelter suffices,
except rain falling. Rain drips through ragged roof in steady drizzle.
Pans that leak catch the drizzle. Dirty pools collect in pans, leak through
pans on floor, drip through cracks in floor to hard earth, mix with earth
and run off in black and yellow streams.
Earth is all. Ever and ever earth is all. Earth is food. Earth is
clothes. Earth is gloom. Earth is sunlight. Earth is all.
She is in the cottonfield. Stoop and pick. Stoop and pick. How much
longer to stoop and pick? The sun is yet above the hills. Until the sun
begins to sink behind the hills one stoops and picks. Cotton is soft to
touch. Through the fibre hard seeds are felt. Softness is feathers. Hardness is bones. She is taking white birds from brown nests, dropping
them into her brown sack. White birds fly from brown nests to brown
sack. Skinny birds fill sack slowly. Down in the valley birds are fat. Fat
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birds fill sack quickly, not slowly as do the skinny birds that grow in
the clearing on the rocky hill side.
Out of the nests into the sack, skinny white birds fly. One row finished; there is another. Out of the nest into the sack. Dab Nicholson
lives in the valley. His birds are fat, but he does not know that some
cotton is like fat birds and other cotton like skinny birds. He does not
pick cotton. He pays people to take his white birds from their brown
nests.
Out of the nests into the sack. Dab has fat birds. Dab has money.
His hair is thick and blonde and curly. His eyes are deeply brown. His
hands are smooth. The birds are flying more slowly now and ever and
ever more slowly. Languor creeping through her body makes of her a
passive substance, ceasing to stoop and pick. Standing in the hot sun,
the coarse material of her feed-sack dress stingingly chafing her skin,
she aches from stooping and picking, but she is not here; she is where
she soon will be, when the sun is set and the night is come, in the cool
forest, and the aromatic scent of pine trees obliterates burning sunlight.
Moving, seeking, holding masculine hands. Body-touching, fleshcaressing, giving pleasure, taking pleasure. Gentle as a summer breeze
whispering through clouds of feathery green willow branches, fierce as
a summer cyclone in a crowded woodland, hunting hands magically
transform aching flesh into an exquisite pleasure. This night is the
present and the present is all time and time presses vividly inward absorbing and absolving a moment ago and its vexatious inhabitants.
There is no one but this one. There is no time but now. And she is the
sun and the moon and stars that burst and shower the night with bluewhite brilliance.
Pleasure to pain, and only a moment?
"Paw, don't kill the child!"
"No, Maw, no!"
Don't try to stop him. Let the heavy whip fall and fall and fall
again in just and deserved chastisement. The pain of the flesh drowns
the sorrow of the spirit.
But he turns the whip on the pale, thin woman who is good and
kind and has never been other than gentle and sick. She is able to cry
now. She cries for the red fingers left by the whip on her mother's face,
but not for the giant bruises that mar her own body. Her bruises were
earned. The other's stripes were unmerited reward for sunlighted
goodness.
Time revolves and a moment now is merely an extended moment
then. Is it only a year since the red-marked face lay on the dirty pillow
that she is back to see her mother surrounded by soft pink satin prettiness, to see her drowned in tears and buried in the hard earth? Afterward again she is in the bare, ugly shack on the rocky hill side; but even
now is conscious only that there is a car driving up the rugged road.
"No, Dab, no, I won't go with you. I'm married now. I'm happy
with Bill."
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"I've been a wicked woman."
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But she is getting into the car beside him. Looking at him, she is
feasting on him, and she had not known that she was starving for him.
What is it she should remember? Where are the righteous, scornful
phrases she intended to heap upon him? She is forgetting all that she
should remember, remembering all that she should forget. The aromatic
odor of crushed pine needles is tantalizing her nostrils, and she remembers only a bright moment in a bleak eternity.
Today, and today, and today, and is it seven days that they have
been together?
"Must I go back?"
"Yes."
Earth is all. Delving deeply into the earth one finds deep within
the earth, rich earth. But darkness encloses, frighteningly encloses. Weak
tendrils grope through the darkness, scaredly, unceasingly seek through
the darkness, rejoice to find in the darkness to halt the search through
the darkness, to disperse the gloom and the scaredness, an earth-filtered
sunlight, an earth-tainted sunlight.
"Pray, Sister, pray," Brother Zack spoke to Maylee.
She lifted her head from her arms and looked at Brother Zack. His
eyes were brown, deeply brown, like Dab's. His left hand was on her
shoulder, caressing her, gently as a summer breeze caressing her.
Instantly Maylee was on her feet. Strange incoherent sounds and
phrases slipped off her tongue. Her eyes were wide open, but unseeing;
her body, tense and quivering. Among her companions some of the more
elect joined her babbling while the less righteous looked enviously on.
For fully fifteen minutes Maylee stood so, and when the frenzy
passed, she fell exhausted upon a bench. There was peace in her heart,
peace as clean and shining as dust from angels' wings, and an all-enveloping love. She wanted to share her peace. She wanted the whole world
to know her peace.
Rejoining her husband, Maylee put her arms around him and held
his scrawny body against her heaving bosom.
"Pray, Bill, pray!" she pleaded. "Pray for forgiveness!"

ULTIMATE DESTINY
By Grady M. Long
Bitterness, wine and worms
Combined with song and women.
The way of life has many turns
And each hands you a lemon.
Just use a little dash of salt
To take away the bit of sour.
Time marches on without a halt,
Even worms have their little hour!
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